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REPORT ON TAX ASPECTS OF
FARMERS IN BANKRUPTCY
by
RALPH

I.

O

NE OF THE

T. TURNER*

SCOPE AND PURPOSE

ways a taxpayer realizes gross income is to have indebtedness

discharged. The taxpayer's increased net worth after the debt is
discharged is the rationale used to justify this realization of income. The amount
of debt discharged is the measure of income realized.' However, certain discharge
of indebtedness is excluded from income under Section 108(a) of the Internal
Revenue Code.
Section 108 of the Internal Revenue Code generally describes the exclusion of indebtedness income from a taxpayer's gross income. Section 108(a)(1),
specifically excludes the following three types of discharge of indebtedness
income:
1. Discharge in bankruptcy cases.
2. Discharge when the taxpayer is insolvent.
3. The discharge of "qualified business indebtedness".
The exclusion for discharge of indebtedness in bankruptcy cases applies to either
Chapter 7 proceedings (liquidation) or Chapter 11 proceedings (reorganization)
when there is a court order granting discharge or approving a plan which
discharges debt.2
This article will not deal with the insolvent debtor who has his indebtedness
discharged outside of bankruptcy or the solvent debtor who has qualified
business indebtedness discharged. Additionally, this article will deal only with
the individual taxpayer who utilizes the bankruptcy court and not with the tax
treatment of corporations and partnerships in bankruptcy. There are special
rules for the tax treatment of these entities.
*B.A. 1968, Tulane University; M.A. 1970 Illinois State University; J.D. 1973, University of Illinois; Member
ABA Section of Taxation Ag. Comm. 1978-Present; Member ABA & Illinois State Bar Ass'n. General
Practice Sections, Ag. Law Comm. Participant, Ill. Inst. of Continuing Education on Farm Estate and
Business Planning; Member Illinois State Bar Ass'n. Board of Governors 1982-84; Chairman Illinois Bar
Ass'n Young Lawyer Division 1981-82. Partner, Luedtke, Hartweg & Turner, Bloomington Illinois. I am
grateful for the assistance of Clifford L. DeCamp of the University of Akron School of Law in helping
to prepare this article for publication.
'I.R.C. § 108(e)(2)(1982).
2
1.R.C. § 108(d)(2)(1982).
'The rules for the tax treatment of corporations in bankruptcy appear to be especially complex as evidenced by Sections 4 and 5 of the Bankruptcy Tax Act of 1980, Pub. L. No. 96-589, 94 Stat. 3389, 3401-07(1980).
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This article will review the general principles of tax treatment of an
individual whose indebtedness was discharged in bankruptcy under the
prior law and under the Bankruptcy Tax Act of 1980. After this general review
and comments on their application to farmers, a hypothetical fact situation
will be reviewed and the handling of the tax returns for the individual and the
bankruptcy estate will be explored.
II. BACKGROUND
The Twentieth Century's first substantial reform of bankruptcy law was
passed in 1978. Legislation was immediately introduced to change the tax aspects
of bankruptcy to correspond with the new law." Unfortunately, the wheels of
Congress turn so slowly that the Bankruptcy Tax Act was not passed untill
December 24, 1980.' Instead of making the Act effective for bankruptcy cases
instituted on or after October 1, 1979 (the effective date of the Bankruptcy
Reform Act), the Bankruptcy Tax Act became effective for cases filed after
January 1, 1981. The law provided a special election that could be made to
allow the effective dates of the Bankruptcy Tax Act to apply to any case that
had been filed after October 1, 1979 and before January 1, 1981.6 This report
will not deal with the election to make the effective dates apply retroactively.
The general rule that discharge of indebtedness is a realization of income
was not changed by the Bankruptcy Tax Act of 1980.1 However, the exclusion
of discharge of indebtedness income provided by statute under prior law' was
substantially more beneficial to the bankrupt taxpayer than the present statutory
provisions.
Under prior law, a bankrupt who would otherwise be required to report
current income from debt cancellation could exclude the recognition of that
income under Code Section 61.' The income excluded by virtue of that section
required the basis of the bankrupt's property to be reduced under Section 1016.10
Former Section 108 excluded recognition of debt cancellation income outside
of bankruptcy, and required basis adjustment under Section 1017.1 These provisions in the prior law were intended to allow the tax on the debt discharge
income to be deferred. The tax would eventually be collected after bankruptcy
through lower depreciation deductions on the remaining basis or greater taxable gain on the sale of these assets. The tax attributes of the bankrupt, other
than the basis reduction, were unaffected under former Section 108. Thus, net
'Bankruptcy Tax Act of 1980, Pub. L. No. 96-589, 94 Stat. 3389 (1980).
'Id.

'Id. at 3413.
'I.R.C. § 61(a)(1976).
'I.R.C. § 108(a)(1976).
'Treas. Reg. § 1.61-12(b)(1983).
"Treas. Reg. § 1.1016-7 (1960).
"I.R.C..§ 108(a)(2)(1976).
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operating losses and investment credit carryovers were left intact.

2

However, the basis reduction mechanism of prior law thwarted the policy
of deferring recognition of income. It enhanced the insolvent taxpayer's ability
to completely avoid ordinary income realization because the basis of nondepreciable assets could be reduced. I3 The reduction of basis in non-depreciable
assets allowed the debtor to convert ordinary income from discharge of indebtedness into capital gains when the reduced basis assets were eventually sold.'
Also, debtors could reduce the basis in assets which were seldom sold, like a
personal residence.
The only real tax problem in bankruptcy under prior law came from the
Internal Revenue Service position that the discharge of indebtedness, and the
resulting reduction in basis of qualified investment credit property, was a disposition and resulted in recapture of investment credit.'' Philosophically, the debtor
is intended to have a "fresh start" after bankruptcy. The Bankruptcy Tax Act
of 1980 is intended to continue the policy that no income will be recognized
by reason of debt discharge in bankruptcy. 6 The debtor coming out of
bankruptcy (either solvent or insolvent) will not be burdened by an immediate
tax liability because his net worth has increased. 7 However, the Bankruptcy
Tax Act of 1980 is also intended to more effectively collect tax on ordinary
income realized from debt discharge. The policy is carried out through new
Sections 108 and'1017 of the Internal Revenue Code.' 8 Section 108 requires
certain beneficial tax attributes of the bankrupt to be reduced to the extent
the bankrupt does not have to recognize ordinary income on the discharge of
indebtedness. The reduction of tax attributes will give the taxpayer after
bankruptcy fewer ways to shelter ordinary income earned after bankruptcy.
Even though the bankrupt can reduce the basis of non-depreciable assets as
under prior law, the gain upon sale is ordinary income to the extent of the
basis reduction from debt discharge.' 9
In order to cure the defects of the prior law and more effectively carry
out Congressional intent, Section 108, has gone from zero to five subsections.
Section 1017, has gone from zero to four subsections and Sections 1398 and
1399 have been added. Consequently, the tax work for bankrupts is now more
complicated. The major tax relief from these changes was to overrule Rev. Rul.
"2I.R.C. § 1017 (1976).
"Id. Under the old law, the amount excluded by reason of the discharge of indebtedness under Section
1017 could be applied to reduce the basis of any property held by the taxpayer.
"Since under the old law, the basis of any property could be reduced by the taxpayer, it became possible
to convert ordinary income into capital gains and subject this gain to more preferable treatment under
Section 1202.
'Rev. Rul. 74-184, 1974-1 C.B. 8.
"I.R.C. § 108(a)(l)(A)(1982).
"I.R.C. § 108(a)(1)(1982).
l"This is carried out in I.R.C. §§ 108 and 1017 through the reduction in basis of depreciable property.
"9I.R.C. § 1017(d)(1982).
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74-184 and to prevent Investment Tax Credit (ITC) recapture when the exclusion of indebtedness discharge income causes the basis in Section 38 property
to be reduced. 2"
III. I.R.C. SECTIONS 108 AND 1017
The indebtedness of a taxpayer which is discharged in bankruptcy is
excluded from the gross income of the taxpayer.' The "indebtedness" covered
by the debt discharge provisions of Section 108 means indebtedness for which
the individual is liable or indebtedness on property which the taxpayer is
holding. I2

The amount of discharged debt which is excluded from gross income by
virtue of Code Section 108(a)(1)(A) must be applied to reduce certain of the
debtor's tax attributes pursuant to subsection (b) of Section 108. The debtor
can elect to apply all or any portion of the excluded amount first to reduce
his basis in depreciable assets or in real property held as inventory pursuant
to Code Section 108(b)(5)(A).
Where the bankrupt does not elect to apply the excluded debt discharge
amount first to reduce the basis of depreciable property, the debtor must reduce
his tax attributes in the order specified in Sevtion 108(b)(2). The reduction in
this subparagraph is made in the following order: 3
1. Net operating loss for the taxable year of the discharge, and any net
operating loss carryover to such taxable year.
2. Any carryover to or from the taxable year of the discharge of an amount
for purposes of determining the amount of credit allowable under:
(a) Investment credit property,
(b) Work incentive programs,
(c) Credit for new employees, or
(d) Alcohol used as a fuel.
3. Any net capital loss for the taxable year of discharge and any capital
loss carryover to such taxable year.
4. The basis in the property of the taxapayer is reduced.
5. Any carryover to or from the taxable year of the discharge for purposes of determining the amount of credit allowable for foreign taxes.
These tax attributes of the taxpayer are used in the order specified by statute
to the extent indebtedness discharge income is excluded from the taxpayer's
income. All net operating losses of the taxpayer must be totally used before
investment credit carryovers can be used and both of those must be totally used
before capital loss carryovers can be used. All three of those must be com1°I.R.C. § 1017(c)(2)(1982).
2
1I.R.C. § 108(a)(I)(A)(1982).
"I.R.C. § 108(d)(1)(1982).
'I.R.C. § 108(b)(2)(i)-(v)(1982).

2
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pletely used before the basis of the taxpayer's property can be reduced.
Every dollar of excluded indebtedness discharge income offsets one dollar
where
of the tax attributes of the taxpayer except for the credit carryovers,
24
credit.
the
of
cents
fifty
offsets
one dollar of excluded income
The reductions in the tax attributes of the taxpayer must be made by the
taxpayer's bankruptcy estate.2 5 Any indebtedness discharged first reduces the
tax attributes of the bankruptcy estate in the order specified in Section 108(b)(2).
After all tax attributes of the bankruptcy estate are used up, then the tax attributes of the individual debtor transferred to the estate are used in the order
specified in Section 108(b)(2) of the Code.26
The Bankruptcy Tax Act of 1980 allows taxpayers to make a special election to reduce the basis in their depreciable property before reducing the tax
attributes of the bankrupt taxpayer referred to above.27 Depreciable property
of the taxpayer is defined in Code Section 1017(e). The use of this election
is most beneficial for taxpayers in bankruptcy who would be using the
reorganization technique and would likely end up with property after bankruptcy. This section is of little use to the taxpayer who goes through a straight
bankruptcy where all assets are liquidated.
It is important to note that this election limits the reduction in basis to
depreciable assets.28 This is substantially different from the prior law, which
allowed the reduced basis in all assets of the bankrupt.29 It is also different
from Section 108(b)(2)(D), which calls for a basis reduction in all property of
the taxpayer to offset income from discharge of indebtedness.
The time for making the election to reduce the basis in depreciable property of the taxpayer is on the taxpayer's return for the taxable year in which
the discharge occurs, or at such other time as may be permitted by regulations
prescribed by the Secretary.3 The Secretary is to prescribe regulations to state
the manner in which this election is to be made. Temporary regulations have
been issued under this section as Reg. 7a.1.11
2

I.R.C. § 108(b)(3)(1982).

"I.R.C. § 108(d)(7)(1982).
2
6The
order provided for under I.R.C. § 108(b)(2) is:
1) any net operating loss
2) certain credit carryovers
3) capital loss carryovers
4) basis reduction
5) foreign tax credit carryovers.
"'I.R.C. § 108(b)(5)(1982).
2
I.R.C. § 108(b)(5)(B)(1982).
2911 U.S.C. § 346j)(5)(1976).
"I.R.C. § 108(d)(8)(A)(1982).
'Temp. Reg. § 7a.l, T.D. 7775, 1981-1 C.B. 63.
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The reduction of tax attributes to offset the amount of income from
discharge of indebtedness is clearly designed to effectuate the Congressional
policy of deferring taxable income." The effect of the reduction in the tax attributes is to allow the taxpayer to go into the future with little or no tax attributes to shelter future income.
To the extent income from discharge of indebtedness exceeds the tax attributes of the taxpayer and the basis of the taxpayer in his assets, there is no
recognition of income from the discharge of indebtedness.

IV.

I.R.C. SECTION 1398
The Bankruptcy Tax Act of 1980 added Section 1398 to the Internal
Revenue Code.33 Section 1398 sets forth the procedural rules which apply to
all individuals filing cases under either Chapter 7 (relating to liquidations) or
Chapter 11 (relating to reorganizations) of the bankruptcy portion of the United
States Code.3 The only exception to this rule is where an individual debtor
files for bankruptcy under either Chapter 7 or Chapter 11 but the case is
dismissed. 3 Those individuals who have their bankruptcy cases dismissed may
not utilize the provisions of Section 1398.36 Section 1398 is designed to specify
the tax year for both the individual debtor and the bankruptcy estate,17 to determine in which of these two returns the income and expenses are to be treated,38
and to clarify when transfers between the debtor and the estate occur. 9
The tax year of the individual bankrupt does not change when bankruptcy
is filed."' The only exception to that rule is provided in 1398(d)(2). The taxpayer is allowed to divide his normal taxable year into two parts. The first
tax year ends on the day before he commences bankruptcy. The second tax
year begins on the first day he files bankruptcy.4 Thus, the bankrupt individual
debtor will have two taxable years in one if the election is made." This election must be filed within three and one-half months of the date the bankruptcy
is commenced. 3 The election by the individual taxpayer to divide his return
into two taxable years is irrevocable." The income from the short taxable years
"2The Bankruptcy Tax Act and Minor Tax Bills: Hearing Before the Subcomm. on Select Revenue Measures
of the House Comm. on Ways and Means, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. 96-51 (1979)(statement of Daniel I. Halperin,
Deputy Assistant Secretary for Tax Policy, Department of the Treasury).
Stat. 3389, 3397-3400 (1980) codified at I.R.C. § 1398 (1982).

3394

11I.R.C. § 1398(a)(1982).
3394 Stat, 3389, 3397 (1980) codified at I.R.C. § 1398(b)(1982).
36

1d
,

"Id. at 3397 codified at I.R.C. § 1398(d)(2)(1982).
"Id. at 3398 codified at I.R.C. § 1398(e)(1982).
"Id. at 3399 codified at I.R.C. § 1398(0(1982).
'"I.R.C. § 1398(d)(1)(1982).
194
4

Stat. 3389, 3397 (1980) codified at I.R.C. § 1398(d)(2)(A)(1982).

21d.

"Temp. Reg. § 7a. 2(d), T.D. 7775, 1981-1 C.B. 63.
Stat. 3389, 3398 (1980) codified at I.R.C. § 1398(d)(2)(D)(1982).

4494
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must be annualized in accordance with Section 443."
The gross income of the bankruptcy estate for each taxable year includes
the gross income of the debtor to which the bankruptcy estate is entitled pursuant to bankruptcy law." If any income or assets acquired by the bankrupt
must become the property of the bankruptcy estate for the payment of creditors'
claims, the income from the disposition of that asset must be reported by the
estate rather than the individual debtor.4 7 The debtor's income may not include any gross income which must be paid to the estate. ' Thus, Section 1398
makes it clear that income of the individual debtor must be reported in either
the bankruptcy estate's income tax return or the individual debtor's income
tax return, but it may not be included in both returns. Needless to say, this
is an extremely logical provision for the Internal Revenue Code to include.
The bankruptcy estate's taxable income is taxed as if the Bankruptcy
Trustee were a married individual filing separately." Since the Bankruptcy
Trustee is a fiduciary, he must file a Form 1041. Showing the taxation of a
fiduciary, as if it were a married individual filing separately is confusing. The
Internal Revenue Service suggests that a Form 1040 be attached to the Form
1041 to show the tax calculation." The Form 1041 is used to report the tax
dues calculated on the 1040.
Under the bankruptcy law, at the time a bankruptcy petition is filed, all
assets of the debtor transfer to the bankruptcy court.' Section 1398(f) makes
it clear that this transfer from the individual debtor to the estate is not treated
as a disposition for recapture purposes. Likewise, property being transferred
from the bankruptcy court to the individual debtor other than by sale or
exchange is not a disposition either.5"
The tax attributes of the bankrupt individual debtor, transfer to the bankruptcy estate for its use. Section 1398(g), specifies that the estate succeeds to
the individual tax attributes determined as of the first day of the debtor's taxable year in which the bankruptcy case commences. Section 1398(d) allows the
debtor to divide his regular year into two tax years. The interplay of these
two sections and the election to divide the debtor's regular tax year into two
short tax years can be illustrated by an example.
"Id. at 3398 codified at I.R.C. § 1398(d)(2)(F)(1982).

"Id. at 3398 codified at I.R.C. § 1398(e)(1)(1982).
"I.R.C. § 1398(d)(1)(1982).
"I.R.C. § 1398(e)(1)(1982).
"I.R.C. § 1398(c)(1982).

"See IRS Publication 908.
511 U.S.C. § 541 (1982). Under this section of bankruptcy law, the commencement of a case whether
joint, voluntary or involuntary, creates an estate which comprises the assets of the debtor and which is
administered by a trustee appointed by the bankruptcy court.
'194 Stat. 3389, 3398 (1980) codified at I.R.C. § 1398(0 (1982).
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The case of a farmer who receives substantial income in January, has no
offsetting expenses or deductions, and takes bankruptcy on March 1 is
instructive. 53 If the debtor uses his regular tax year, all of his tax attributes
pass to the Bankruptcy Trustee and are not available to offset his farm income
from the beginning of the year.14 The tax on this income will be the debtor's
personal obligation and cannot be paid from the bankruptcy estate. 5
If the bankrupt elects to divide his tax year, he ends his first tax year on
February 2856 and uses his own tax attributes from the preceding years to offset the income from the January grain sales. The individual taxpayer's second
tax year begins on March 1, which is the day he files bankruptcy." The left-over
tax attributes as of February 28, as opposed to the tax attributes from the
preceding December 31, are the attributes which pass to the bankruptcy court.58
This provision has extreme importance to farmers who take bankruptcy. The
deadline for filing the election to divide the individual debtor's tax year into
two parts is three and one-half months after the taxpayer files bankruptcy."
A final provision of the Bankruptcy Tax Act of 1980 which is extremely
important to farmers, and particularly farmers who involve themselves in
Chapter 11 reorganizations, is found in Section 108(e)(2). This section provides that "no income shall be realized from the discharge of indebtedness to
the extent that payment of the liability would have given rise to a deduction."6
Thus, if growing crop, livestock and operating expenses are discharged in
bankruptcy, they are not considered income from the discharge of indebtedness
because payment of these items would have given an offsetting deduction. These
adjustments must be made for farmers and other businessmen as the calculations are being made to determine the amount of the income from indebtedness
discharge.
At the conclusion of the bankruptcy proceedings, the tax attributes of the
taxpayer which have not been reduced by exclusion of the discharge of indebted"Note that I.R.C. § 1398(D)(2)(c) provides that the election is not available to a debtor who has no assets
other than property which he or she may treat as exempt property under the Bankruptcy Code. The Committee comments establish the rationale for this provision by stating, "Since there would be no assets
in the bankruptcy estate out of which the debtor's tax liability for the period prior to the commencement
date could be collected, there is no reason to authorize termination of the tax year." Therefore; this provision will not affect farmers in bankruptcy because most farmers will have assets other than exempt property as part of their bankruptcy estate. This provision might however, come into play if a single lender
has a very well-prepared security agreement and financing property so that the Bankruptcy Trustee merely abandoned all of the debtor's property to the creditor, leaving no property in the bankruptcy estate
other than exempt property.
"Id. at 3398 codified at I.R.C. § 1398(g)(1982).
1Id. at 3398 codified at I.R.C. § 1398(e)(1)(1982).
"Id. at 3397 codified at I.R.C. § 1398(d)(2)(A)(i)(1982).
"Id. at 3397 codified at I.R.C. § 1398(d)(2)(A)(ii)(1982).
"Id. at 3399 codified at I.R.C. § 1398(g)(1982).
"Id.at 3398 codified at I.R.C. § 1398(d)(2)(D)(1982). In addition, once an election is made, it is irrevocable.
"Id. at 3392 codified at I.R.C. § 108(e)(2)(1982).
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ness income are passed back to the taxpayer to be used in his individual
situation.'

APPENDIX I
PROBLEM I INSOLVENT FARMER

Insolvent farmer is a young, aggressive farmer who got started in the late
60's and took full advantage of the "go-go" 70's to incur substantial indebtedness through the acquisition of machinery and land. Unfortunately, the
grain embargo, over-production and the big drop in farmland values in 1981
have put Insolvent Farmer out of business. On January 1, 1982, Bankrupt
Farmer filed with the bankruptcy court. His tax attributes on January 1, 1982
were as follows:
UNUSED NET

UNUSED INVEST-

UNUSED

MENT TAX
CREDIT (ITC)

CAPITAL

YEAR

OPERATING Loss
CARRYOVER (NOL)

1981
1980
1979
1978

$123,000
95,000
72,000
1,000

$

2,500
5,000
4,000

15,000
-0-0-

TOTALS

$291,000

$12,300

$15,000

800

LOSSES

$

-0-

On January 1, 1982, Insolvent's balance sheet and tax basis information
was as follows:
TYPE OF

ASSEr
MachineryOriginal Cost$192,000
Farmland:
a) 160 acres
bought at
$2,775/acre
now worth
$2,200/acre

LIQUIDATION

BASIS

FMV

DEBT

$112,000

$177,000

$213,000

444,000

352,000

365,000

"Id. at 3400 codified at I.R.C. § 1398(i)(1982).
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LIQUIDATION

BASIS

FMV

DEBT

140,000

160,000

165,000

115,000

150,000

200,000

-0-

245,000

260,000
(includes $30,000
of unpaid feed
accounts)

b)80 acres
bought at
$1,750/acre
now worth

$2,000/acre
c) Improvements on 80
acre tract
Crops and Feed
on Hand

Feeders-180
Head

77,000
91,000
137,000
TOTALS
$888,000
$1,175,000
$1,340,000
On January 15, 1982, Insolvent delivered and collected $85,000.00 for
January grain sales. He took all of the proceeds and applied them to his debt
at the Farmer's Bank. $25,000.00 was applied to interest and $60,000 was applied to principal. The last of the feeders were delivered to market on February
20. The total amount received was $105,000.00. The entire amount went to
the bank and $15,000.00 was used to pay interest and $90,000.00 was applied
to principal.
After a long talk with his attorney, Insolvent filed bankruptcy on March
1, 1982. The Bankrupt's balance sheet and tax basis on March 1, 1982 is as
follows:
TYPE OF

LIQUIDATION
BASIS

FMV

DEBT

$192,000
Farmland:
a) 160 acres
b) 80 acres
c) Improvements
Crops
Feeders

$107,400

$177,000

$ 213,000

444,000
140,000
115,000
-0-0-

352,000
160,000
150,000
160,000
-0-

365,000
165,000
200,000
200,000
47,000

TOTALS

$806,400

$999,000

ASSET

Machinery Original Cost -

https://ideaexchange.uakron.edu/akrontaxjournal/vol2/iss1/5
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The Bankruptcy Trustee liquidates all of Insolvent's assets in 1982 for the
March 1, 1982 liquidation value stated above. The bankruptcy estate recognizes
the following gains and losses upon liquidation:
TYPE OF

DEBT

ASSET

ORDINARY

Machinery

$ 69,600

CAPITAL

-0-

$ 36,000

-0-0-0-

(92,000)
20,000
35,000

13,000
5,000
50,000

160,000

-0-

40,000

Feeders

-0-

-0-

47,000

TOTALS

$229,600

$(37,000)

$191,000

Land:
a) 160 arces
b) 80 acres
c) Improvements
Crops

$

DISCHARGE

Assume the Trustee has $40,000.00 of administrative expenses during the year.
Assume also $2,000.00 I.T.C. was recaptured on sale of machinery from years
prior to 1978. On March 15, 1982, Insolvent goes to work as a truck driver
for the local elevator and earns $11,000.00 in wages during 1982.
If Insolvent Farmer elects to divide his tax year into two short years, the
first year ends February 28, 1982. The second short year begins March 1, 1982.
Insolvent's tax attributes which pass to his Bankruptcy Trustee on March 1,
1982 are as follows:
UNUSED INVESTMENT TAX
CREDIT (ITC)

UNUSED
CAPITAL

YEAR

UNUSED NET
OPERATING Loss
CARRYOVER (NOL)

1981
1980
1979
1978

$123,000
95,000
4,600
-0-

$

800
2,500
5,000
4,000

$ -015,000
-0-0-

TOTALS

$222,600

$12,300

$15,000

DISCUSSION OF PROBLEM

LoSSES

I

INSOLVENT FARMER

Because Insolvent Farmer files bankruptcy during the middle of his usual
tax year, he is given an election under Section 1398(d)(2), to file a short year
income tax return. The first short year would end on February 28, 1982, which
is the day before his bankruptcy was filed. His second short tax year begins
on March 1, 1982, which is the date his bankruptcy was filed.
Published by IdeaExchange@UAkron, 2016
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The discussion of Problem I is broken down into two parts. The first
alternative reviews the tax implications to Insolvent Farmer and his Bankruptcy
Trustee if he does not exercise his Section 1398(d) election. The second alternative covers the tax treatment of Insolvent Farmer and his Bankruptcy Trustee
if Insolvent Farmer divides his tax year into two short years.
ALTERNATIVE ONE

Alternative One deals with the tax treatment of Insolvent Farmer and his
Bankruptcy Trustee if Insolvent Farmer reports all of his 1982 income on one
return.
Insolvent Farmer's Schedule F will include the income he received from
selling $85,000.00 of grain and $28,000.00 of gain on his feeder cattle. Insolvent Farmer took these funds to his friendly banker and paid $40,000.00 of
interest and $150,000.00 of principal. Schedule F shows Insolvent Farmer's
income and deductions from his farm income.
Insolvent Farmer does not take any depreciation on his farm machinery,
which he used for two months. Section 1398(g), allows the bankruptcy estate
to succeed to and take into account the debtor's basis, holding period and
character of assets determined as of the first day of the debtor's taxable year
in which the bankruptcy case commences. Since Insolvent Farmer's bankruptcy
case commences on March 1, the first day of the tax year is January 1, 1982.
Thus, all depreciation to be taken for his equipment during 1982 will be taken
by the bankruptcy estate and not by Insolvent Farmer. The result of Insolvent
Farmer's decision not to elect a short tax year is $73,000.00 of Schedule F farm
income.
In addition to his farm income, Insolvent Farmer earned $11,000.00 of
salary. His total income was $84,000.00. Fortunately, Insolvent Farmer had
no income in the four preceding years and income averaging per Scheldule G
saves him $19,008.00 of income tax. That large savings is small consolation
when Insolvent Farmer pays the $13,810.00 of income taxes he owes.
Insolvent Farmer's tax burden is increased because he was a self-employed
taxpayer for the first two months of the year. His self-employment income
from farming during that period was $73,000.00. Schedule SE shows the calculations for payment of self-employment on $21,400.00. The self-employment tax
is $2,001.00 and is shown on line 51 of the Form 1040.
When all of Insolvent Farmer's taxes are totaled and his withholding is
subtracted, he owes the Internal Revenue Service $14,571.00 because he went
bankrupt in 1982. The payment of Insolvent's tax liability is devastating. Since
this tax liability was not for a period prior to filing, it is not payable from
his bankruptcy estate. Procedurally, the Bankruptcy Trustee is a fiduciary and
must file a Form 1041. However, the tax is calculated using the married filing
separately status. In order to properly report the tax calculations, the Trustee
https://ideaexchange.uakron.edu/akrontaxjournal/vol2/iss1/5
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must attach a Form 1040 to the Form 1041.
The Bankruptcy Trustee fares substantially better from a tax perspective
than Insolvent Farmer. The Bankruptcy Trustee liquidates three farms of
Insolvent Farmer. Farm A yields a capital loss of $92,000.00. Farm B and its
improvements generate capital gains of $20,000.00 and $35,000.00, respectively.
The result is a net capital loss of $37,000.00. Since these farm assets are property used in Insolvent Farmer's trade or business, their sale is reportable in
Part I of Form 4797. If the net result is a gain, it is a capital gain. If the net
result is a loss, it is an ordinary loss. This loss is carried to Part II of Form
4797 and helps offset some of the gain from the sale of farm machinery.
The Bankruptcy Trustee, upon liquidation of the farm machinery,
recognizes Section 1245 gain. The 1245 gain is ordinary income and includes
the depreciation from prior years plus the two months' depreciation in 1982.
This gain is $69,600.00 and is shown on Part II of Form 4797. This gain is
partially offset by the loss from the sale of Section 1231 assets of $37,000.00.
The net gain on Form 4797 is $32,600.00. This gain is reported on line 15 of
Form 1040.
Insolvent Farmer has a $15,000.00 long-term capital loss, which is reported
on Schedule D. The Bankruptcy Trustee is able to use only $1,500.00 of that
long-term capital loss to offset ordinary income since the Trustee's taxable income must be determined as if it were a married individual filing separately.
The Schedule D loss is transferred to line 13 of Form 1040.
The Bankruptcy Trustee's farm income comes from the sale of the remaining $160,000.00 of crops on hand. As discussed above, the basis of Insolvent Farmer's machinery passed to the Bankruptcy Trustee as of January 1,
1982. Thus, the Trustee is entitled to take depreciation from the first of the
year until the date the equipment is liquidated, which has been assumed to be
March 1. Thus, the two months of depreciation yield a $4,600.00 deduction
on Schedule F. The Schedule F income of Insolvent's Trustee nets out to be
$155,400.00 and is reported on line 19 of Form 1040.
The administrative expenses of the Trustee of $40,000.00 are deducted on
line 21 of Form 1040.
Because Insolvent Farmer did not elect a short year, his net operating loss
carryover as of January 1, 1982 passes to the Bankruptcy Trustee. The Trustee
is entitled to use all of the 1978 and 1979 net operating loss carryover plus
$72,500.00 of the 1980 loss carryover to offset all but $1,000.00 of the Trustee's
farm income and Section 1245 gain on its tax return. The net operating loss
carryover used totals $145,500.00 and is reported on line 21 of Form 1040.
After deducting the $1,000.00 exemption Section 1398(c) gives the Bankruptcy
Trustee, there is no taxable income.
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As assumed in the problem, $2,000.00 of investment credit recapture is
recognized by the Trustee upon liquidation of the farm machinery. This is
calculated on Form 4255 and cannot be offset by unused investment credit carryover or operating losses. Thus, the Trustee must pay this $2,000.00 to the
Internal Revenue Service.
Alternative One yields income taxes of $14,571.00 to be paid by the debtor, while the Bankruptcy Trustee is paying $2,000.00 of investment credit recapture tax.
The individual taxpayer has used none of his tax attributes in calculating
his 1982 personal income tax. The Bankruptcy Trustee has used $145,500.00
of net operating loss received from the taxpayer to offset the Trustee's income.
The Trustee now has the following tax attributes to be reduced, as discharge
of indebtedness income is excluded under Section 108:

YEAR

UNUSED NET

UNUSED INVEST.

UNUSED

OPERATING Loss

MENT TAX

CAPITAL

CARRYOVER

(NOL)

CREDIT

(ITC)

LossEs

1981
1980
1979
1978

$123,000
22,500
-0-0-

$

800
2,500
5,000
4,000

$ -012,000
-0-0-

TOTALS

$145,500

$12,300

$12,000

Insolvent Farmer had $191,000.00 of debts discarded in bankruptcy.
$30,000.00 of this debt is represented by unpaid feed bills. The feed bills, if
paid, would be a deduction. Pursuant to Section 108 (e)(2), the discharge of
this type of indebtedness is not discharge of indebtedness income. Thus,
Insolvent Farmer has $161,000.00 of Section 108 discharge of indebtedness income to be excluded from his income.
The $161,000.00 of discharge of indebtedness income excluded from Insolvent Farmer's income reduces his tax attributes per Section 108(b)(2), as
follows:
A. Insolvent Farmer's estate has $145,500.00 of net operating loss carryover. This attribute is the first to be reduced. When applied against the
$161,000.00 of indebtedness discharge income, there remains $15,500.00 of
discharge of indebtedness income excluded from income.
B. Insolvent Farmer's estate has $12,300.00 of investment tax credits. Each
fifty cents of investment tax credit offsets one dollar of discharge of indebtedness
income. Therefore, the bankruptcy estate's investment tax credit carryovers
will offset the remaining $15,500.00 of discharge of indebtedness income and
https://ideaexchange.uakron.edu/akrontaxjournal/vol2/iss1/5
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145

still leave $4,550.00 investment tax credit carryforward to be used by Insolvent Farmer in Future year.
C. Insolvent Farmer's bankruptcy estate has $12,000.00 of capital loss
carryforwards.

Pursuant to Section 1398(i), Insolvent Farmer succeeds to the tax attributes
of the estate at the termination of the bankruptcy estate. Thus, Insolvent Farmer
has both a $12,000.00 long-term capital loss carryover and a $4,550.00 investment tax credit carryover to use in his 1983 and subsequent years' income tax
returns.
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13
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15
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17b
..
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18 _
..
10 Rents, royalties, partnerships, estates, trusts, etc. (attach Schedule E) ......
73,000
19
•
.
19 Farm Income or (loss) (attach Schedule F) ................
I
20b______
20a Unemployment compensation (insurance).TotalreceivedI 20a 1
b Taxable amount, if any, from worksheet on,page 10of Instructions .........

orderhere.

21
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Instructhnonatn
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Is ..........................
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11(........
26 Payments to a Keogh (H.R. 10) retirement plan. .
27 Penalty on early withdrawal of savings. ..7.. . . ..
28 Alimony paid......................
29
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1 31

Adjusted
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-

32

22

84,000

25
.26

27
28

Deduction for a married couple when both work (at29
tech Schedule W)....................
30
Disability Income exclusion (attach Form 2440). .
I
Totaladjustments. Add lines23 through 30. .......................
this line is lens than
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$10,000, see "Earned Income Credit" (line 62) on page 15of Instructions.
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31

O
84,000
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Form 1040 (1982)

33 Amount from line 32 (adjusted gross Income) ........................
34a If you itemize, complete
Schedule
A (Form1040)andentertheamount
fromSchede A,line 30. . .
Caution: If you have unearned Income end can be claimed as a dependent on your
parent's return, check here its Q and see page 12 of the Instructions. Also see
page 12 of the Instructions if:
* Youare married filing a eeparate return andyour spouse Itemize$ deductieee OR
* Youille Ferm 4563, OR 0 You re a duael-statu.
&lin.
34b If you do not itemize, complete the worksheet on page 13. Then enter the allowable
part of your charitable contributions here ...........................
35 Subtract line 34a or 34b, whichever applies, from line 33 ...................
36 Multiply $1,000 by the total number of exemptions claimed on Form 1040, line Ge..
37 Taxable Income. Subtract line 36 from line 35 ........................
38 Tax. Enter tax here and check if from Q Tax Table, [ Tax Rate Schedule X. Y, or Z.

Tax
Computation
(See
Instruc.
tins on
peS 12)

or [ Schedule G Income averaging saved $19,%008 ..
39

Additional Taxes. (Seepage13of Instructions.)
Enter hare and check if fromn
0 Form 4972, fl Form 5544, or fl section 72 penalty taxes. . . . ..

40

Tota. Add lines 38and 39....................

41

Credit for theeel8erly (at.ach.Schedules

Credits

42

Foreign tax credit (attach Form 1116) ....

(See
Instruo.
on
tiors
paso13)

43

Investment credit (attach Form 3468)

. .P.

41

.

.....

(Including
Advance
EiC
Payments)

06

ad.
4

Other credits-see page 14
.........................................
48.
Total credits. Add lines 41 through 48 ..........................
Balance. Subtract line 49 from line 40 and enter difference (but not less than zero) . •

51
52
53
54

......................
Self-employment tax (attach Schedule SE) ........
...........................
Minimum tax (attach Form 4625) .........
Alternative minimum tax (attach Form 6251) ......
.....................
Tax from recapture of investment credit (attach Form 4255) ................

55
56

Social security (FICA) tax on tip income not reported to employer (attach Form 4137).
Uncollected employee FICA and RRTA tax on tips (from Form W-2) .........
Tax on an IRA (attach Form 5329) ...............................
Advance earned income credit (EIC) payments
received (from Form W-2) .
Total tax. Add lines 50 through 58 .........................
60
-61

62

Earned income credit. If line 33 is under $10,000, see

W-2G, and
W-2P
tofront.

63
64

62
. ....
page 15 of Instructions .. .. .. .. .. . ...
Amount paid with Form 4868 .....
..............
63
Excess FICAand RRTA taxwithheld (twoor moreemployers). 64

65
66
1 67

13,810

44
45
46
47

Attach

Refund or
Amount
You Owe

......

___._.._____

43

Pamns
60,61Total
Federal income tax withheld .. .. .. .. .. ....
Payments
1982 estimated
taxpayments
andamountappliedfrom1981return.
FormsW-2.

13,810

Form 4970,1 39

48
49
50

57
58
59

34b
35
36
37

38

..........

84. 000

42

....

44 Partial credit for political contributions ....
45 Credit for child and dependent care expenses (Frm-244d)
46 Jobs credit (attach Form 5884) ...
............
47 Residential energy credit (attach Form 5695) . .....

Other
Taxes

3
34.

Credit for Federal tax on special fuels and oils (attach
65
.......................
Form 4136) .......
Regulated Investment Company credit (attach Form 2439) 66
...........................
Total. Add lines 60 through 66 .......

49-

_50

13.810

51
52

2,001

1

53
54

55
56
57
i58
9 IT5_____
_5,8

1.4
-0_
_
_______
-

_._._.

67

j

1,240

68
....
..........
68 if line 67 is larger than line 59, enter amount OVERPAID ......
69...
69
69 Amount of line 68 to be REFUNDED TO YOU. . . ... ..
I
tax. . po- 70
70 Amountofline 68 tobeappliedtoyour 1983estimated
71 I line 59 is largerthan line
67,enterAMOUNT
YOUOWE.
or moneyorder forfull amount
Attachcheck
payableto Internal Revenue
Service.Writeyoursocialsecuritynumberand"1982 Form1040"on iL •. 71
14,571
(CheckI [ it Form2210(2210F) is attached. Seepage16 of Instructions.) •0 $

7

Under penlties el perury, I declare that I have examined this return, Including ncoepanyin schedulesend statamens and tothebest
of
information
ofpreparer (other t an taxpayer) is based on all
of my knowledgnend belief, itis true,correct, and complete. Declaration
whichpreparer he. any knowledge.

Please

HeeSignngeon
Hirn
Your___________________________________
signature
Preparer's

Paid
Preparer's

Use Only•
*U,

Date

igsaue

Pre

G

geetes
r_

Firm'sname (or
yours.
Itse:f-employedc r
and address
MrOVnre
mrIni Oa

Ilatnew

i

i --

inhe i~ln

plo

. n Hault sil.
Preparer's social security no.

Checkif

]

E.l. No. lo.
ZIPcode Is..

t--
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PROBLEM I, ALT. ONE

Farm Income and Expenses

SCHEDULE F
(Form 1040)

•

5psruenaatf
theTeasu.y
InterntRenue S3-.4i
Name of proprietor(*)

I

Attach to Form 1040, Form 1041, or Form 1065.
•i See Instructions for Schedule F (Form 1040).

Social security number

I

INSOLVENT FARMER
Farm name and address Is ...........................................................................................

I

05 No,154.-0074

E

Employer identification number

N

Farm Income-Cash Method
Do not Include sales of livestock held for draft. breeding,
sport, or dairy purposes; report these sales on Form 4797.
Sates of Lvestock and Other items You Bought for Resale

Farm Deductions-Cash
and Accrual Method
Do not Include personal or living expenses (such as
taxes, insurance, repairs, etc., on your home), which do

b.Am
,a..t
105,001h ........

farm deductions by any reimbursement before entering
the deduction below.

Sales oLietcanOteItm
a. D.,oiptIan

1 Livestock Is ...............
...........

YoBogtnot

c. Cost
ofothe,bais

IItems.

Amount

I_
..............

___._................______.

......................................
........ .... *.......... ...... t. ................--,. ......
2 Other items S .......................
........................ ...... ...................... ......
.....................................
Totals ..

. ......

fO

4 Profit or (loss), ssbtract line 3, column c, from
line 3, column b .........
s
29_QQQ
Sales of Uvestock and Produce You Raised and Other Farm Income
Amount
Kind
5 Cattle and calves ....
...........
6 Sheep ......
...............
7 Swine ......
..............
8 Poultry ....
...........
. ..
9 Dairy products ....
............
10 Eggs ......
...............
11 Wool. ......
..............
12 Cotton . . . . . . . . . . . . .
13 Tobacco .....
..............
14 Vegetables .....
............
15 Soybeans
. . . . . . . . . . . .
..............
16 Corn ......
17 Other grains .....
.............
............
I Hay and straw ....
19 Fruits and nuts ...
.............
............
20 Machine work ....
21a Patronage dividends ..............
I.
b Low. NonIncome items
I
a Net patronage dividends ..........
22 Per-unit retains ...
...........
23 Nonpabenege distribtimons from exemptcooperatives.
24 Agricultural program payments: a Cash.
.
b Materlals and services. ..
.......
25 Commodity
credit loan under election(or forfeited.
26 Federal gasoline tax credit. .........
27 State gasoline tax refund ...........
26 Crop Insurance proceeds ..
........

29 Other (specify) 0 ...................................

produce farm Income. Reduce the amount of your

_ _ _ _

_

32 a Labor hired .....
b Jobs credit
c Balance (subtract line
32b from line 32a)
33 Repairs, maintenance
..................
34 Interest
..
........
35 Rent of farm, pasture . . .....................
36 Feed purchased ....
.............
........
37 Seeds, plants purchased . ......................
38 Fertilizers, lime, chemicals.
.................
39 Machine hire. .......
......................
40 Supplies purchased . .
...........
41 Breeding fees ........
...................
42 Veterinary fees, medicine .
....................
43 Gasoline, fuel, oil. . .
............
- ........
44 Storage, warehousing .
......................
45 Taxes ..
........
............
46 Insurance
..
....
. . ......................
47 Utilities ..
........
......................
48 Freight, trucking ....
......................
49 Conservation expenses.
. ......................
50 Land clearing expenses .............................
51 Pension and profit-sharing
plans . . . . . . . ...................... ......
52 Employee benefit programs
other then line 51 . . .
53 Other (specify) 0 .........................................

.....................
.....................
......................
..............
.......
.....................
.....................
......................
.....................
.....................
......................
....................
I
m
......
J3.54.Q.Q.Q..
.....................
......................
......................

............................. i.......................

........
. . ... i..

|...........................................

............................
.............................
............................
..
..................
.....
----------*--------

0 Add amounts In column for lines 5 through 29.
31 Gros profits* (add lines 4 and 30). . . . lit,

54 Total
(add
lines 32c
through 53) . . . . .
55 Depreciation, including Section 179 expense deduction
ffr,,.. F,,s. ACAl9h

113,000
__

56 Total deductions (add lines
.
54and 5).....

.... ................

.. 0.0.0
? ........

No Depreciation
per 1398 (g)
40,000

57 Net farm profit or (loss) (subtact line56 fromline31). If a profit, enter on Form1040, line 19,andon Schedule SE
I
57
73,000
seethe Instructions.) ........
andpartnerships.
PartI, line 1. If a loss,goon to line58. (Fiduciaries
58 If you have a loss, do you have amounts for which you are not "at risk" In this farm (see instructions)? . ..
] Yes
If you checked "No." enter the loss on Form 1040, lIne 19, and on Schedule BE, Part I, line 1,
*Use amounten line 31 for optional methodof competlg net eeing from self-employment.
(SeeSchedule
SE.Part i. line4.)
For Paperwork Redution Act Notice. see Form 1040 instrucitions.
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Computation of Social Security Self-Employment Tax

SCHEDULE SE
(Form 1040)

-

Ian

s. 1545 ?4

O182
g2

oftne
TnISy
0 See Instructions for Schedule SE (Form 1040).
-Sin 1
• Attach to Form 1040.
lUin"ofself.employed
person(as shown
on social security card)
gqisilcmtnmberof
INSOLVENT FARMER
IN.emp arse
.Jmn

=I

P.

g
I

*

Regular Computation of Net Earnings from Self-Employment
Not profit or (l0ss) from Schedule F (Form 1040), line 57 or line 90, and farm partnerships, Sched.
uleK-i (Form 1065), line 18b .........
....
...............

1

2 Netprofit or (loss) from Schedule C (Form 1040), line 32, and Schedule K-i (Form 1065), line 18b
(other than farming). See Instructions for kinds of income to report.
Note: If you are exempt from self-employment tax on your earnings as a minister, member of a
religious order, or Christian Science practitioner because you filed Form 4361, check here 0 [.
If you have other earnings of $400 or more that are subject to self-employment tax, Include
those earnings on this line

*~

73,000

2

Optional Computation of Net Earnings from Self-Employment
Generally, this part may be used only if:
a Your gross farm profits were not more than $2,400, or
• Your gross farm profits were more than $2,400 and your net farm profits were less than $1,600, or
• Your net nonfarm profits were less than $1,600 and less than two-thirds (2/3) of your gross nonfarm Income.
See Instructions for other limitations.

3 Maximum Income for optional methods ......
...................
. .
4 FarmOptional Method-Enter two-thirds (2/3) of gross profit% from Schedule F (Form 1040), line
31 or line 88, and farm partnerships, Schedule K-I (Form 1065), line 18a, or $1,600, whichever is
smaller...........
................

4

5 Subtract line 4 from line 3 .......

_

$1,600

.......................

6 Nonfarm Optional Method-Enter the smaller of two-thirds (%) of gross profits from Schedule C
(Form1040). line 3. and Schedule K-I (Form 1065). line 1Sc (other than farming), $1,600, or, if
you elected the farm optional method, the amount on line 5 . ............
*

]

00

_

6

Computation of Social Security Self-Employment Tax

7 Enter the amount from Part I, line 1, or, if you elected the farm optional method, Part 11,line 4.

.

8 Enter the amount from Part I, line 2, or, Ifyou elected the nonfarm optional method, Part II,line 6.
9 Addlines 7 and 8. If less than $400, you are not subject to self-employment tax. Do not fill In the
rest of the schedule .-.-.-.---------.-.-.-.---------------------------10 Thelargest amount of combined wages and self-employment earnings subject to social security
or railroad retirement tax for 1982 Is .......
. ......
............
11 a Total FICA wages from Forms W-2 and RRTA compensation.
b Unreported tips subject to FICA tax from Form 4137, line 9, or to
RRTA tax

..-...............

lie
.

c Add lines Ile and Ilb ........

Ib

7

73,000
-0-

g
10

73,000
$32,400 00

111000
-0-0_

.........................

le

11,000

.

12

21,400

13 Enter the smaller of line 9 or line 12 ..-....-.............
.
Ifline 13 Is $32,400, fill in $3,029.40 on line 14. Otherwise, multiply line 13 by .0935 and enter the
reult on line 14----------------------------------.0935

13

21,400

14Self-employment tx. Enter thisamounton Form 1040, line 51 .........
*o
-.
-onurnJ.um,--n .c....ese..
rm. ...
ns. ut.ns
Fo-artsr
Reduction A¢t NIotice, a Form 040 Instructions.

14

2,001

12 Subtract line lc from line 10 ..-....-..........-.-.-.-.-.

reul
an lne 1

, . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

* tus.anots efT nFollo Wi
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Schedule G

OMBfNt 1545-74

Income Averaging

(Form 1040)
Name(s) asShown on Form 1040

l

See instructions on back.

1@82

Attaech to fon 1040

Your social securlty number

INSOLVENT FARMER

Step 1

Figure your Income for 1978-1981

1 Fill in the amount from your 1978 Form 1040 (line 34) or
Form 1040A (line 10) .....
...........
-02 Multiply your total exemptions in 1978 by $750.
. .
-03 Subtract line 2 from line 1. If less than zero, enter zero .............
1979 4 Fill in the amount from your 1979 Form 1040 (line 34) or
4
-0............
Form 1040A (line 11) ..
. .
5 Multiply your total exemptions in 1979 by $1,000.
6 Subtract line 5 from line 4. If less than zero, enter zero ...........
1980 7 Fill in the amount from your 1980 Form 1040 (line 34) or
Form 1040A (line 11) ....
...........
7
-08 Multiply your total exemptions in 1980 by $1,000 . . . 8
-09 Subtract line 8 from line 7. If less than zero, enter zero .
.
1981 10 Taxable
income.
in than
the amount
fromzero
your..1981 ..
Form ..
1040 (line
.. 34)
..or
If less
zero, enter
12). Fill
1040A (line

1978

..

3

-0-

6

-0-

-

..
9
Form
. .P10

Total11 Fill in all income earned outside of the United States or within U.S. possessions i
iii
..............
and excluded for 1978 through 1981 .....
12 Add lines 3, 6, 9, 10 and 11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Step 2
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

-

_

O_-0-

1

-0__-o-

Figure your averageable Income

0.............
Multiply the amount on line 12 by 30% (.30) ..
Write in the answer .......
....
...............
13
-0Fill in your taxable income for 1982 from Form 1040, line 37 .......
14
If you received a premature or excessive distribution subject to a penalty under
section 72, see instructions ......
.................
15
-0Subtract line 15 from line 14
16...................6
83,000.
If youlive in a community property state andare filing a separate return,
seeinstructions .
17
-0Subtract line 17 from line 16. If less than zero, enter zero ..
.........
18
83,000
Write in the amount from line 13 above .....
.............
19
-0Subtract line 19 from line 18. This is your averageable income.
20
83,000

-83.00

If line 20 is $3,000 or less, do not complete the rest
of this form. You do not qualify for income averaging.
Step 3
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
_
,

Figure your tax

Multiply the amount on line 20 by 20% (.20) ....
............
.
Write in the answer .............................
..
1 6
Write in the amount from line 13 above .. ............
-0Add lines 21 and 22 .........
...................
23
16,600
Write in the amount from line 17 above ......
........
........
-0Add lines 23 and 24 ...............................
Tax on amount on line 25 (from TaxRateSchedule X, Y, or Z)...
.........
j6Tax on amount on line 23 (from TaxRateSchedule X, Y, or!) .Z 27
2,762
Tax on amount on line 22 (from TaxRateSchedule X, Y, or Z) .28
-0Subtract line 28 from line 27 ...
...
. .
2,762
Multiply the amount on line 29 by 4 .......
.
11,048
Write in the answer ........
...................
30
11,048
If you have no entry on line 15, skip lines 31 through 33 and go to line 34.
PENN
Tax on amount on line 14 (from TaxRateSchedule X,Y, or Z) . . 31
1
Tax on amount on line 16 (from TaxRateSchedule X,Y,or Z). . 131
P
®r
Subtract line 32 from line 31 .....
.................
33
Add lines 26, 30, and 33. Write the result here and on Form 1040, line 38. Be sure
to check the Schedule G box on that line .....
.............
13,810
uP-rwok
Reduction
Act Ntice, ee Form 1040 Instructions.
363-259-1
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REPORT ON TAX ASPECTS OF FARMERS IN BANKRUPTCY

U.S. Fiduciary Income Tax Return
t

ti1 lesfmt's
uhlehes
r Ubtl

in82

-.

Problem I

-*--. ,---.
owing -,-

O9e

Name of esta or trust (Grantor type trust. me Instructions)

Empilyr identification number

INSOLVENT FARMER'S TRUSTEE
n

Name and title of fiduciary
STesantary trost
r~GaMuu~inpisstratde
Simpletrus (tr.3OO)

trust
(100) Address of fiduciary (number and street)
Complex
306 N. Center
Complex
"M (300)
flnl y t trust i City, State, and ZIP code
Spendthrift- IL
! oidlncome fund
p
C applicable boxes: 5 First rturn M Final return Q Ancillary Mtum p1 Amended return
Change in fiduciary's
p Name or
Address
I
.
(Enter full amount before exclusion) .........
I Dividends
.
.
2
2 Interest Income (Enter full amount before exclusion) .......

3 Partnership Income or (M) .. . . ......

.

......

.

t apelnblend pilSilntmdock
boxes(SeeIns[ applicable

4947(a)(1)
C]0)crid Insection
at trated u a prvt.fou.

p]Described

Insa

4947(a)(2)

. .. .............

.......
4"income from another estate or trust ......................
5 Net rent and royalty Income or (loss) from line 44 ................
.......
.
-6
1040)).
CandF(Farm
Schedules
c 6 Net business and farm income or (loss) (Aftach
7
......
.
.
7 Capital gain or (loss) (Attach Schedule D (Form 1041)) .
8..........
B Ordinary gain or (loss) (Attach Form 4797)
9 Other Income (State nature of Income)...
10
10......
.
10
Total income (Add lines 1 through 9) ..
11 Interest ..
......
............
......................
12 Tams .........
........
13 Charitable deduction (from line 53) ....................
......
. 14 .................
...................
14Fiduciary fes. .......
25................
.
15 Attorney, accountant, and return preparer fals. . . .......
.
16
sheet listing deductions) . .
16 Other deductions (Attach a separate
17
..
...................
Total (Add lines 11 through 16) ........
- 17
18
.....
18 Subtract line 17 from line 10..................
1041)). . 19
inastrctions) (Alled Stedule 6-1 (Farm
19 Income distribution deduction (from line 68) (Seespecific
2 ........
.................
20 Dividend and Interest exclusion (See instructions) .....
21
............
....
.
21 Estate tax deduction (Attach computation).
22
22 Long-term capital gain deduction from Schedule D (Form 1041) (Charity [---See instructions).
.
23
.............................
23 Exemption ...........
24
Total (Add lines 19 through 23) ..........................
24
25
....
.............
25 Taxable Income of fiduciary (Subtract line 24 from line 18..
26C
I
Total
tax
..................
;b Other
........................
26 Tax: a Taxrat schdul
; Tot •
27d ..................
c no ......................
; b Invsmest.
27 Credits: a Foreilvtax .;................
c Ressard ...............
TotalI 2l1
lt ....................
In Nonicbmiational fuel
....................
28 Creit: a Alcohol
29
..
...................
Total (Add lines 27d and 28d) ........
29
30 Balance (Subtract line 29 from lina 26c)...
.
30. ........
Total• 3p
.
Form426.
...........
4255
c31 Tax from: a Form
32
.
..................
32 Alternative minimum tax (Attach Form 6251) .......
33
..
...................
33
Total (Add lines 30 through 32) ........
34
.
...................
E 34 Other credits (See Instruction for line 34) .......
• 35c
...............
.
Total
.. Withed
paid .........................
u 35 Federal Income tac a Previously
36
.......................
Total (Add lines 34 and 35€) ......
36
2,000
37 Balance of tax due (Subtract line 36 from line 33) (Seeinstruction K)pe .ttached. 194Q . . 37
13
38 Overpayment (Subtract line 33 from line 36) ...................
under penoths of peniry, Ideclare that I hae.

e
1P

onr
rpFris
UseOnly

knowI.d= beief.
a s. .
y
toan

Istrue. c;..ct. and......

|nludin
amined this rietam,

o
Dcatinorylis

OSlminaturs of fiduciary or officer representing fiduciary
Prepen.'.

and statements. and to the bea ofmy

t.ot whichprepare,
baed an all Infaonie
O

Pat.CheckIf

Arms name(or
eurs It atd-employdIP

and*ddresn
ForI~vacyAct ad Ioenacmk Reduction Adt NOM, of pap I f ths Intutoa
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Dortantasn of the Treasury-Ietesmal Revenue Service

1040

.S.Individual.. Income Tax Return

4'fg

U1@82

For the year January t-Deomber 31. 2982, or other tao year beginning

Use

IRS
t.
wise,
p-009.

ad 1.10.1(it

Year
o 1fist

rei1t1,l

al

statut
se's

a

PROBLEM ONE, ALT. ONE
1982. ending

and initial)

1549.74"
19

Last nan.

OMl Ns.

Your social security number

INSOLVENT FARMER'S TRUSTEE
Spouse's social security tie.

Paont h- add- Gluniborand strat, Idineg alodont .nbe., a, -(.I route)
to 1041
.Attachment tate
City ter as eas aek. S

Youroccupation

sd ZIP sod.

pnint
ewtype

•

Your___occupation____lo-

Presidential
Ik Do you want $1 to go to thie fund?
1=
Election Campaa |jP'fointreturn. doesyoursps.wantitooto
thisfund?. . .

f iling Status

2

Checkonly

3

I Spouse's
occupation
is
I No
I
4 __-l- o
IYesx

Hot.: Chechkng
hocki...........Yes
"Yes" wtll
aetincrease
your tax orre
duceyourrefund.

SeeInstructions.
IForPrivacy
ActandPaperwork
Reduction
ActNotice.

1___Single

Married filing joint return (even if only one hod income)

X

Marriedfiling separate return.Enterspouse'ssocialsecurity no.aboveand full namehere• ..........
.
..........
Head of household (with qualifying person). (Seepage6 of Instructions.) If the qualifying person is your un.
married child but not your dependent, enter child's name is ..................................
5
Qualifyin widow(er) with dependent child (Year spouse died i 19
). (See page6 of Instructions.)
Ga XS Yours'elf
65 or over
Blind
boxes chocked
b
Spouse
l 65 or over
8 ind
on Ba and b 10
Enter number
c Fist names of your dependent children who lived with you b ......................
of children
I t
....................
listed on 6c I
hr deendent1
(
0 O
tbe ld dasat tS)Did ros povnide
d Other do.
aIenatesoiyenontho
-ncoe nived haa
of
mae thtanonhal, 01 Enter number
t5 neuoi
in yourh00- 11.0O0
e norn? dp*adnt'. suoortt
of other
i i
4

Fl]

e,*.

Always check
the box labeled
Yourself.
Check oether
boxes if they

apply.

dependents III
Add numbers
entered in

a Total number of exemptions claimed

I
Income

Please attach
CopyB of your
FormsW-2 here.
If you do eot hove
a W-2, see
page 5 of
Instructions.

.........................

boxes above as,

etc. ............................
8 Interest income (atteach
Schdul 0f.over $400or you hae anyAl-Saversinterest) . .
Be Dividends (attach Schedule a If over $400) ......
..... 9SbExclusion
........
7

.

Wages. salaries, tips

12
13
14
15
16

Total recoved ....

117.

I

Instruo.
tlons en
Page 11)

20& Unemployment compensation (iesurnce). Total recevedI 201
b Taxable amount. If any, from worksheet ortipage 10 of Instructions.........
23 Other Income (a teo
d moc-e pop 10 ofl Instructions)
•.Admin
Exp
NOL Carryover used
22 Total Income. Add amounts In column for lines 7 through 21 ..........
.
23
24
25

Moving expense (attach Form 3903 or 3903F) . . .
Employee business expenses (attach Form 2106) . .
Payments to an IRA. You mast enter code from page

26

Payments to a Keogh (HR. 10) retirement plan
...

(.

...

.....................

27
28
29

32,600

17b
18
19

155,400

0,
20b
21
22

0,00
(145,500)
M6

23
4
2

25
26

Penalty on early withdrawal of savings .. .. ...
27
28
................
.
.
Alimony paid.
Deduction for a married couple when both work (at.
29
................
tach Schedule W) ....
30
30 Disability income exclusion (attach Form 2440). . .
131 Total adjustments. Add lines 23 throush 30.
...................

Adjusted
I 32
Gross IncomeJ

(1,500)

I

b Taxable amount, if any. trom workitseet on page 10 of Instructions ........
..
16 Rents. royalties, partnerships. estates, trusts, etc. (attach Schedule E) .......
.
19 Farm Income or (loss) (attach Schedule F) .....................

Adjustments
to Income
(See1

10

Alimony received .................................
11
P
12
Business Income or (las) (attach Schedule C) ....................
Capital gain or (loss) (attach Schedule D) .........
13
...................
40% capital gain distributions not reported on line 13 (Seopage 9 of Instructions) ...
Supplemental gains or (lsees) (attach Form 4797)
...............
15
Fully taxable pensions, IRA distributions, and annuities not reported on line 17..
16

17. Other pensions and .nnuflte.

attachchech
or money
order here.

7

..

c Subtract line 9b from line 9a . .......c
10 Refunds of State end local Income taxes (do not enter en amount unless you de.
ducted those taxes in an esrfier year-soe page 9 of Instructions) .........
..
11

_

_.

oijusted
gross Income. Subtract line 31 from line 22. If this line Is less than
$10,000. see "Earned Iacome Credit" (line 62) on page 15 of Instructions.
If you want IRS to figure your tax,see page 3 of Instructions..........
I

31
32

-o
1

,000

563-O62-2
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Form 1040 (1982)

Tax
Computation
(See
instructions on

page 12)

el 2

....................
33 Amount from line 32 (adjusted gross income) .....
A,line 30 ....
A (Form1040)andenterthe amountfromSchedule
34a If you itemize,completeSchedule
Caution: If you have unearned income and can be claimed as a dependent on your
parent's return, check here t ] and see page 12 of the Instructions. Also see
page 12 of the Instructions if:
OR
4 You aremarried filinga separate return andyour spouse Itemizes deductions,
* Youfile Form4563,OR 0 Youarea dusl.statul alien.
34b If you do not itemize, complete the worksheet on page 13. Then enter the allowable
.......................
part of your charitable contributions here ......
35 Subtract line 34a or 34b, whichever applies, from line 33 ...................
36 Multiply $1,000 by the total number of exemptions claimed on Form 1040, line 6e..
....................
37 Taxable Income. Subtract line 36 from fine 35 .....
38 Tax. Enter tax here and check if from C] Tax Table, C] Tax Rate Schedule X, Y, or Z.
...................................
or ] Schedule G ....
39 Additional Taxes. (Seepage13 of Instructions.) Enter here and check if from ] Form 4970.1
"
Form 4972, [] Form 5544, or ] section 72 penalty taxes ...............

-0-0-

-0-

O

40

Credits
(See
Insrn.
peg. 13)

Credit for the elderly (attach Schedules R&RP) .....
Foreign tax credit (attach Form 1116) .........
43 Investment credit (attach Form 3468) .. .
44t~ons
Partial credit for political
contributions . . ..
onattach
45 Credit for child and dependent care expenses (Fr. 244)
41
42

41
42

43...
.

46
47
48
49
50

_
............
Jobs credit (attach Form 5884) ...
o i7.
-. i
Residential energy credit (attach Form 5695) ......
.48
.
.
.
.
Other credits-see page 14 e .......
Total credits. Add lines 41 through 48 ..
(but not less than zero).
difference
enter
40
and
from
line
line
49
Balance. Subtract

(Incuding

51
52
53
54

. ....
Self-employment tax (attach Schedule SE) .. .. .. .. .. . ...
...........................
Minimum tax (attach Form 4625) ......
.....................
Alternative minimum tax (attach Form 6251) ......
Tax from recapture of investment credit (attach Form 4255) ................

EIC
Payments)

55
56

Social security (FICA) tax on tip income not reported to employer (attach Form 4137) .
Uncollected employee FICA and RRTA tax on tips (from Form W-2) ............

06

57
58
59

Tax on an IRA (attach Form 5329) ...............................
Advance earned income credit (EIC) payments received (from Form W-2)
......
Total tax. Add lines 50 through 58 .U...............

Other
Taxes

Pamns 60
61
62
Attach
Forms W-22
W-2G, and
63
W-2P
to front.
64
65
66
1 67

Refund or
Amount
You Owe

-0-

SI 4-

Total. Add lines 38 and 39

-09.......................
-o10. 150

51
. ....
52
..
. . . . . 52

______

-5

. a

55
56
57
58....
159 I2000

60Total Federal income tax withheld. .. .. .. .. .....
andamountappliedfrom1981return. 61
1982estimatedtax payments
Earned Income credit. If line 33 is under $10,000, see
page 15 of Instructions .....
Amount paid with Form 4868 ...

.................
..............

.
6

_4
.
Excess FICA and RRTA tax withheld (twoor moreemployers)
Credit for Federal tax on special fuels and oils (attach
65 I
.......................
Form 4136) .....
Regulated Investment Company credit (attach Form 2439) 6
Total. Add lines 60 through 66....................

... ..... .

I 167

If line 67 is larger than line 59, enter amount OVERPAID .....
...
........
....................
Amount of line 68 to be REFUNDED TO YOU ....
tax . . . p 170
Amountof line68 to be appliedtoyour 1983estimated
Attach checkor moneyorderfor full amount
YOUOWE.
It line 59 is largerthanline 67, enterAMOUNT
Service.Writeyour socialsecuritynumberand"1982 Form1040" onit. 0.
payableto InternalRevenue
(Check0 E] if Form2210 (2210F)is attached.Seepage16 of Instructions.)I. $

I

__

I

*t'
/ lff/JJf//Jlfif////I/
Iffff

Under penalties of perury. I datlare that I have examined this return, including accompanyin schedules and statemens, edto the best
laallein of prepaera (other tgan taxpayer) is based on .11 Information at
of my knowlede and bedle. It is true, correct, end complete.
which preparer han any knowledge.
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So. I545-0074
I Capital Gains and Losses (Examples of property to be reported 550O5O
SCHEDULE D
(FORM 102)
1
this Schedule are gains and losses on stocks, bonds, and similar Investments,
to epeoet oftHt.msy
and gains (but not losses) an personal assets such as a home or jewelry.)
f.tet eIo" Ser.ice
0. Attach to Form 1040.
10 See Instructions for Schedule D (Form 1040).
14
jigm0(s) asshown on Form 1040
Your social security number

82

j

gU

[

rE!

Short-term Capital Gains and Losses-Assets Held One Year or Less

a..
d d. o "toeetX ed de.
.rIlpt% tEoasmpl.,t05 shaes
7% preferred
of '" CO.3 1

orored
M. dy, ml

o . dte
ge., day,)y.)

d.t~eSlspi
e . colt or other
d Gr ansales price
hees.C e edlusted
es ees

(e
Spage

Instructions
23)

2a Gain from sale or exchange of a principal residence held one year or less, from
Form 2119, lines 7 or 11 .......
.................
2a
b Short-term capital gain from installment sales from Form 6252, line 21 or 29.
2
3 Net short-term gain or (loss) from partnerships and fiduciaries. .3. . .
4 Add lines 1 through 3 In column f and column g ....
..........
4
(
........
5 Combine line 4. column f and line 4, column g and enter the net gain or (loss) ....
6 Short-term capital loss carryover from years beginning after 1969 ..
............
7 Net short-term gain or (loss), combine lines 5 and 6 .......
...............

.[m

g. Gale
If Column(d)Is more
then 10)
I
ubrert 101
from(d)

f.LOSS
Ifcolumn 1.1Is more
then (d)s(btrdct (de
Iro (.1

5
6
7

Long-term Capital Gains and Losses-Assets Held More Than One Year

9a Gain from sale or exchange of a principal residence held more than one year,

from Form 2119, lines 7, 11, 16 or 18 .....
b
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

.............

9a_______
s

Long.term capital gain from installment sales from Form 6252, line 21 or 29.
9b
Net long-term gain or (loss) from partnerships and fiduciaries ..
.....
10
Add lines 8 through 10 in column t end column g ..
..........
...
11 ()
Combine line 11. column f end line 11, column S and enter the net gain or (loss) ..
. . . . .12 12
Capital gain distributions ........
...
........................
13
Enter gain from Form 4797, line 5(a)(1) .......
...................
.
14
Enter your share of net long-term gain from small business corporations (Subchapter S) . . ..
15
Combine lines 12 through 15 .........
.......................
.
16
1 7
Long-term capital loss carryover from years beginning after 1969 ....
...........
' 1
Net long-term gain or (loss), combine lines 16 and 17 ............
.
18

_

_

_

(I' 1S
(15 000)

Note. Complere
However.
If you have capital loss carryovers from years beginning before 1970, do not
complete this
Partsform
III oronV. reverse.
See Form
4798 instead.
Form 1040 Instructions
Act Notice.
ReductIon Act
Paperwork Redution
For Paperwork
For
Notice. see
aee Form 1040 Instructions
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5cedule D (Form 10401 1985
Schedul. D Mom 1040) 1982

EflI

Page

Summary of Parts I and 1i

.
.............
19 Combine lines 7 and 18, and enter the net gain or (loss) here ....
Note: If line 19 is a loss, skip lines 20 through 22 and complete lines 23 and 24. If line 19 is a gain
......
complete lines 20 through 22 and skip lines 23 and 24 .............
i
20 If line 19 shows a gain, enter the smaller of line 18 or line 19. Enter zero if there I
.
................
Is a loss or no entry on line 18 .......
.
21
..........................
21 Enter 60% of line 20 ..........
If line 21 is more than zero, you may be liable for the alternative minimum tax. See Form 6251.
22
..............
22 Subtract line 21 from line 19. Enter here and on Form 1040, line 13 ...
23 If line 19 shows a loss, enter one of the following amounts:
(I)
If line 7 is zero or a net gain, enter 50%. of line 19;
(i) If line 18 Is zero ora net gain, enter line 19; or
(iii) It line 7 and line 18 ere net losses, enter amount on line 7 added to 50% of the amount on line 18 23
24 Enter here and as a loss on Form 1040. line 13, the smallest of:
(I) The amount on line 23;
(i) $3,000 ($1,500 If married and filing a separate return); or
rll Te~xhl. Ine~ne. a. adi:lusted..................................2
.. .. .. .. , .. .
,},.,I
.
.
.
...
.
.
.
. . . . . . . . . .

Q

O

[tT3TUU0~

(7,500)

(1,500)

I

Complete this Part Only if You Elect Out of the Installment Method And Report a Note or Other Obligation
at Less Than Full FaceValue
Check here Ifyou elect out of the Installment method.
Enter the face amount of the note or other obligation ) .....................-.
Enter the percentage of valuation of the note or other obligation •.
Computation of Post-1969 Capital Loss Carryovers from 1982 to 1983
(Complete this part if the loss on line 23 is more than the loss on line 24)
Note: You do not have to complete Part V on the copy you file with IRS.
Section A.-Short-term Capital Loss Car ymw

25 Enter loss shown on line 7; If none, enter zero and skip lines 26 through 30--then go to line 31.
26 Enter gain shown on line 18. If that line is blank or shows a loss, enter zero. ....

.

.26

.........

27

27 Reduce any loss on line 25 to the extent of any gain on line 26 .............
...........

28 Enter amount shown on line 24.........

25

28

29

29 Enter smsller of line 27 or 28 .......................
30 Subtract line 29 from line 27. This Isyour short-term capital loss carryover from 1982 to 1983.

.

.

30

Section 0.-Long-term Capital Loss Carryovw
31

31 Subtract line 29 from line 28 (Note: If you skipped lines 26 through 30, enter amount from line 24).
32 Enter loss from line 18; Ifnone, enter zero and skip lines 33 through 36 ...

.,32

..........

1,500
15,000
-0-

33 Enter gain shown on line 7. If that line is blank or shows a loss, enter zero .........

33

34 Reduce any loss on line 32 to the extent of any gain on line 33 .............

34

15,000

35

3,000

36

12,000

.

35 Multiply amount on line 31 by 2.....................
36 Subtract line 35 from line 34. This Is your long-term capital loss carryover from 1982 to 1983.
*Us
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eva.
M
Si1ue

Nameof proprietOr(a)

No1s,4-0074

i082

Is Attach to Form 1040, Form 1041, or Form 1065.
I See Instructions for Schedule F (Form 1040).

o.p.dn.t .1 the Triasouy

i ra

ua

Farm Income and Expenses

SCHEDULE F
(Form 1040)

16
Social security number

INSOLVENT FARMER'S TRUSTEE
Farmnameand address I .

...........................................................................
__

__

__

_

_

_

Farm Deductions--Cash
N7
and Accrual Method
Do not include personal or living expenses (such as

Farm Income-Cash Method
Do not Include sales of livestock held for draft, breeding,
aport, or dairy purposes; report these sales on Form 4797.
__

taxes, insurance, repairs, etc., on your home), which do
not produce farm income. Reduce the amount of your
farm deductions by any reimbursement before entering
the deduction below.
ite.
I
Amount

Sales of Livestock and Other Items You Bought for Resale
Sales ofLivetockadOtheItemsouBouhtforResale
a. Description
1
. ms-t
1.
Coilor th., b.s

I Livestock 0 .....

Employer identification number

_Ii

_!_

...........

32 a Labor hired ........
b Jobs credit ........
c Balance (subtract line
.....
--------,..,......................
................................. .............
32b from line 32a)
......................
3 Totals ..
.
33 Repairs, maintenance
......................
4 Profit or (loss), subtract line 3, column c. from
34 Interest
..
........
......................
line 3, column b ..........
. .
.
_
_
35 Rent of farm, pasture . . .....................
Sales of Uvestock and Produce You Raised and Other Farm income
36 Feed purchased ....
.....................
Kind
Amount
37 Seeds, plants purchased . ......................
. . . . . . . ....................... .....
38 Fertilizers, lime, chemicals.
5 Cattle and calves.
.
.....................
. . . . . . . ......................
i.....39 Machine hire ......
6 Sheep .........
; ......................
7 Swine .........
40 Supplies purchased . . . ......................
. . . . . . . ...................... .....
8 Poultry .
41 Breeding fees........
......
......................
42 Veterinary fees, medicine . ......................
9 Dairy products.
. .
. . . . . . . ...................... ......
43 Gasoline, fuel. oil ....
10 Eggs .........
......................
11 Wool .........
44 Storage, warehousing . . ......................
12 Cotton .....
45 Taxes ..
........
......................
13 Tobacco ........
46 Insurance
..
......
......................
47 Utilities ..
........
14 Vegetables . . . .
......................
. . . . . . . ...................... .....
48 Freight, trucking ....
15 Soybeans
....
......................
. . . . . . . ...................... i .....
16 Corn.. .......
49 Conservation expenses .
......................
50 Land clearing expenses .
17 Other grains ....
......................
51 Pension end profit-sharing
18 Hay and straw.
. .
19 Fruits and nuts .
plans . . . . . . .
.
52 Employee benefit programs
20 Machine work . . .
21 a Patronage dividends
other than line 51 . . .
b Less: Nonincome items
53 Other (specify) I ..............
e Net patronage dividends ..
........
i...................... I...... i.............................................
I........................

2 Other items

I......

......................

.............

22 Per-unit retains. ...
.............
.......................
.
............... I...V..I....
23 Nonpatronage
distributions fromexempt
cooperatives.
.
24 Agricultural program payments: a Cash . . .
.........
b Materials and services ...
i..............................................
......................
25 commodity credit loans underelection
(or forfeited).. ......................
26 Federal gasoline tax credit ..
........
54 Total
(add
lines 32c
......................
27 State gasoline tax refund ...
.........
through 53)
......................
28 Crop Insurance proceeds ...
.........
55 Depreciation, including Sec.
......................
29 Other (specify) • ..........................................
30"Ad'damo'unt'sncolumnf'or'lines5thrugh2".
31 Gross profits- (add lines 4 and 30). . . .o.

tion 179 expense deduction
(from Form 4562) . . .

I......................
_

'1

.

2

000

-04,600

56 Total deductions (add lines
54 and 55).
. . .4,600

57 Net farm profit or (loss) (subtractline 56 fromline
31). Ifa profit, enter
onForm1040,line 19,andon Schedule
SE.
Part
I, line
1. If a loss. goonto line58. (fiduciaries and partnerships.
seethe Instructions.) .....
...
57
155,400
58 If you have a loss, do you have amounts for which you are not "at risk" in this farm (see instructions)? . . .
Yes
If you checked "No,"enter the loss on Form 1040, line 19, and on Schedule SE, Part I, line 1.
*Use amounton line 31 foroptionalmethodof computingnet earningsfrom self-employment. (SeeSchedule
SE,PartIt, line
4.)
For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice. see Form 1040 Instructions.
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REPORT ON TAX ASPECTS OF FARMERS IN BANKRUPTCY
PROBLEM I,

:3468

)eenm et
ofthe Tresury
noemal
Rren.e service
ame(s) as shown on return

0
A

"

IIM82
27

b Attach to your tax return.
a Schedule B (Business Energy Investment Credit) on back.

Identifying number

I

INSOLVENT FARMER'S TRUSTEE

Regular
Percentage

New
Property
Used

Property
New
948(q)
Election to ReduceCredit
Property
(instead of adjuStinbasis)
Fr 1982-83 fliers
only cseinstr.) Used
Property

T

OND
No.1045-0150

A The corporation
elects
the basicor basicand matching employee pla-percentage
under section 48(n)(1) ..
.....
Q
B I elect to increase my qualified investment
to 100% forcertain
commuter highway vehicles
under section
46(c)(6) . Q
C I elect to increase my qualified Investment by all qualified progress expenditures made this and all later tax years. . . Q
Enter total qualified progress expenditures included In column (4).
Part II N .............................................................
D0 I claim full credit on certain ships under section 46(g)(3) (See Instruction B for details.) ..........
(1)
(2)
O3)
(4)
Property
Unadjusted Elsts
1 Recovery Property
A t~uble
a
ualified
Lin.
cl... of
Investment
Ae
Pp.ntaae
(Calumn 2 x column 3)

E

cc
Z

ALT. ONE

Computation of Investment Credit

(a
(b)
W(L
(d)

3-year
Other

(a)

3-year
Other
3_ear
Other

(f)
(R)
(h)

60
100

3-year

60
60____

Other

100
40

80
40
80

2 Nonrecovery property6-Enter total qualified investment (See instructions for line 2)
2 ..................................
3 Nw commuter highway vehicle-Enter total qualified investment (See Instruction D(2))
.. .
..
............
4
4 Used commuter highway vehicle-Enter total qualified investment (See Instruction D(2))
5 Total qualified Investment In 10% property-Add lines 1(a) through 1(h), 2, 3. and 4
(See instructions for special limits) .......
.................
.5_
6 Qualified rehabilitation expenditures-Enter total qualified investment for:
a 30-year-old buildings ..........
.....................
6 ..................................
b 40-year-old buildings
...................................
b
c Certifiedhistoric structures (Enterthe Dept of Interior assigned
project number................................
) 6€
7 Corporationsthecking
electionboxA above-add lines 5.6a.6b. and6c . .1 7 1
FW/5//
8 10% of line 5 .............................................
9 15% of line 6a ...........................................
10 20% of line 6b .........................

a
u
Z
=
E
in
--

11 25% of line
6c ..-..--.
12 Corporations checking election box A (See Instruction D(1))a Basic1% credit-Enter 1% ofline 7 (1992-83fiscal-year filers, so instructions for line 12) .
13
14
15
16
17

0
o
-

._

:3

8
9
10...................
.-

...................................
12a .

b Matchingcredit (not morethan0.5%)-AllIwable percentage
times adjustedline
7 (attachschedule)
.
13
Credit from cooperative-Enter regular investment credit from cooperatives .
14
Current year regular investment credit-Add lines 8 through 13 . .......
Carryover of unused credits.
.---------------1L ......
12.O ................
Carryback of unused credits ....
.....-----.
16_
Tentative regular investment credit--Add lines 14, 15, and 16 .........
17
12,300

18 a Individuals-Frm Form1040,entertaxfromline
38,page2, plusanyadditional taxes
fromForm4970I
b Estates andtrusts--Frm Form1041,enter
taxfromline 26a,plusanysection
644 taxontrusts- c Corporations (1120 filers)-From Form 1120, Scheduld J,enter tax from line 3
d Other organizations-Enter tax before credits from return ............

18

-

19 a Individuals-From Form 1040, enter credits from lines 41 and 42 of page 2 .
b Estates and truste-From Form 1041, enter any foreign tax credit from line 27a
c Corporations (1120 filers)-From Form 1120, Schedule J, enter any foreign tax
19
credit from line 4(a), plus any possessions tax credit from line 4(f)....
.
d Other organizations-Enter any foreign or possessions tax credit .....
.
-- . ---.... 20_-020 Income tax liability as adjusted (subtract line 19 from line 18)-21 a Enter smaller of line 20 or $25,000. See instruction for line 21 .
21a
b If line 20 ismore than $25,000-Enter 90% of the excess ........
. ,21b
22
22 Regular investment credit limitation-Add lines 21a and 21b .----------------23 Allowed regular investment credit-Enter the smaller of line 17 or line 22
23
24 Business energy investment credit limitation-Subtract line 23 from line 20 ....
2.4
25 Business energy investment credit-From line 14 of Schedule B (Form 3468)
25
26 Allowed business energy investment credit-Enter smaller of line 24 or line 25
26
27 Total allowed regular and businessenergy investment
credit-Add lines 23 and 26. Enter hereand
on Form1040,line 43,-Schedule
I (Form1120),line4(b). pap 3:ortheproperline onother returns.
27

or Paperwork Reduition Act Notice, see separate Instructions.
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PROBLEM I, ALT. ONE

Recapture of Investment Credit

F.4255
(R-v. Nov.1981)

OMeNo. 15451-016

(Including Energy Investment Credit)
I- Attach to your income tax return

ODeotm.nt Of.th. T-,y
InternalRevenueSint,

ftpire 11-30-83

• Attach separate schedules for recapture of Investment credit from disposed qualified progress expenditure property and property
ceasing to be at risk (see instructions for lines 13a and 13b).
Name
Identlfying number s shown an pep 1 of yourtax return
INSOLVENT FARMER' S TRUSTEEI
Properties
Kind of property (State whether recovery or nonrecovery. If energy property, show type of property. Indicate if
rehabilitation expenditure property.)
A

Farm Machinery

B

C
D
E

Properties

I Original rate of credit . . . .
2 Date property was placed In
service.
........
3Cost orother

basis. ..

.....

--

_

C

B

A

Computation Steps:

_

_

E

D

107

30,000

_____

_____

_____

_____

4 Original estimated useful life or
class of property (see instruc-

tions).

.........

5 Applicable percentage . . . .
6 Original qualified investment
(line
3 times line
5) ..
.....
7 Original credit (line 1 times line
6) .....
..........
8 Date property ceased to be investment credit property (see instructions).........

R

100%
30.000
3,000
3/1/82

9 Number of full
years between the
date on line 2 and the date on line
8
. . . . . . . . . .
10 Recapture peacentage (see In.
structions) .......
11 Tentative recapture tax-Line 7
timeslinelO.
..
.

66.6%

2,

12,000
12 Add line 11. columns A through E........

.............

1

13 a Enter tax from disposed qualified roress expenditure property (attach separate computation) ..

_._.

115
c

-0-0-

b Enter
tax from any part of property ceasing to be at risk (attach separate computation) ......

.L 14 Total-.Add lines 12, 13a and 23b..

........

............

2,000

E
15 Unused credit-Do not enter more than line 14 (see Instructions).

.
...........
16 Total increase in tax-Subtract line 15from line 14. Enter here and on the proper line of yoirtax return. Do
not use this amount to redupe currest year's investment credit figured on Form 3468. Computation of Investment Credit. Any unused credit on line 15 cannot be used in any year as a carryback or carryover. ._I
Fr Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see iatrctions on back.
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.4562

(R.

Sefttembe

0511110.
1545-0172

Depreciation and Amortization

)

1982)
,

Exim /367

le See separate instructions.
• Attach this form to your return.

Identifying number

on return
Name(s) is shown
INSOLVENT FARMER'S TRUSTEE
Businessor activity to which this form relates
f
Depreciation
Section A Election to expense recovery property (Section 179)

C.Exmnsedetlion

. Cstd

. Ciss of woperty

I Total (not more than $5,000). Enter here and on line 8 (Partnerships-enter this amount on Schedule K

(Form 1065))

Section B

. . . . .
. . . . .
. . . . .
Depreciation of recovery property

A. Clasofproperty

. . . . .

. . . . .

I
souls

pacedIn

Cor si

LUtn1

t

fD

Pa.

es

2 Accelerated Cost Recovery System (ACRS) (See instructions):
(a) 3-year property

(b) 5-year property

(c) 10-year property

(d) 15-year public utility property

(a) 15-year real property-lowincome housing

() 15-year real property other
than low-income housing

3 Property subject to section 168(e)(2) election (See instructions):

4 Total column G. Enter here and on tine 9 .......

GEcin t
4e Poaprcoum

Noiean

.a-..u..
.6-7.sn .a9 . th seart instrctin.
paglie
363-17-1

See Paperwork Reduction Act Notice on page I of the separate instructions.
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I

9-62)
Form4562(ROe.

2

Section C Depreciation of nonrecovery property
LD

5ai
Gu
Ithe

5 Class Life Asset Depreciation Range (CLADR)

Ir

I
ow.Dt.ub

agle

nt

.Fam.ach.nery

...
.... ..... .........

.
. ...
. .....

80,000

197,000

1978

-

.

4,60.UU

SLu

..

.

... ... ...

i

... . .. . ... . . . . . . . . . . ......

7 Total column.,

YWa
fo thin

n

......
MF

ystem Depreciatio..

6 Other depreciation (Seeinstructions):

Dtdution

F.

*cd

I

4,600.00......

Section C

a............................................
8 Enter amount from Section A, line1 (Partnerships enter zero)_________
9 Enter amount from Section 8, lIne 4 .................

lines
.our 7 8,and9. Enter here and on the Depreciation line of
.
10 Total--Add

fN U

Amortization of property
m.ost.
Osurtlsaloofpropeny
At.

€0~ll
costor
sqird

Total column

o

return

4,600..0

__________

_______

bail

D. tortglitlno
llo~wed or llwble
Is udISr Yut5

F.AOn.II
S,cods

noction

usoa p.

glodof

5. Aonlftoa
fogthis lr

. Enter here and on Other deduction or expense line of yourreturn ..........
*

IJLGO

WMW~rFl~t
OICK,
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PROBLEM I, ALT. ONE

Supplemental Schedule of Gains and Losses

r. 4797

II°

(includes Gains and Losses From Sales or Exchanges of Assets
Used in a Trade or Business and Involuntary Conversions)
Tobe filed with Form1040, 1041,1065, 1120, etc.-See Separate
Instructions

0anrtsnt of the Treasury
iernalRmau• Senitc

Name(s)as shown
on return

s.

Ide stifyls rnumb.

INSOLVENT FARMER'S TRUSTEE

S

Sales or Exchanges of Property Used in a Trade or Business, and Involuntary Conversions From Other
Than Casualty and Theft-Property Held More Than 1 Year (Except for Certain Uvestock)
Note: Use Form 4684 to report involuntary conversions from casualty and theft.
Caution: If you sold property on which you claimed the investment credit, you may be
liable for recapture of that credit. See Form 4255 for additional information.

a. Kindof pynsrly
andd.sinptlon

I. Date.snuird
(i... day.y.)

a. Dat slaid
n..)

(

e. Siprsis.
teen illd
a ellas.
blal
sinIe

d. Grass ales
priceminus
sapausa
of aa,

I. castor sih,
basis,Pies
Iinesmdnt

*

(1. LOSS
the
if
and
l

6. GAP"
Id
( minus
pUS
f)

...
.........
.....
L/ 7
Z..
. .........
. 3/1/82
...........
..........
.....
...............
...
4..
.........
....
........
..............
1........
60 ..
acres
3/879
3 .....
7-40.
l2,000
.

........... .

0. acres..T...5-.....2.....................

......

......
........
...............
....---.................................
... . . ... . . . . . . . . ..........
... . . . . . . . .
.80acres

2...

00o-

6/15775----- 31/82--- --160,-000 ----------- -

n, i n,

line.2...............

.........................

(b) Section 1231 gain from installment sales from Form 6252, line 21 or 29
3 Gain, if any, from line 26, Part Ill, on back of this form from other than casualty and theft
4 Add lines 1 through 3 In column g and column h ....

.............
.

.

...............

(.92 000

.55000

5 Combine line 4, column g and line 4, column h. Enter gain or (loss) here, end on the appropriate line as follows:
(a) For all except partnership returns:
(1) If line 5 is a gain, enter the gain as a long-term capital gain on Schedule D. See Instruction E.
(2) If line 5 is zero or a loss, enter that amount on line 6.
(b) For partnership returns: Enter the amount from line 5 above, on Schedule K (Form 1065), line 8.

E

000)

(37

Ordinary Gains and Losses
1
a.andil
Kind
andd ptis

1lld
1.
b. l~t
id,.d
. iesi.
t say
d
ma day y.
In. "amlea., , on

plsa

me.U
sie allad
( snle
eble)

s i
mines
of saf

I. Cad f t
boells's.
basi,
Pies
Iapnslst

s.W
111
II ml
thae
-m
atd ond
a)

p.

mlemS

37,000

6 Loss, If any, from line 5(a)(2) ..........
.....................
7 Gain, if any, from line 25, Part Ill on back of this form ..................
..........
8 (a) Net gain or (loss) from Form 4684, lines 17 and 24a ............
(b) Ordinary gain from Installment sales from Form 6252, line 20 or 28 .................
9 Other ordinary gains and losses (include property held 1 year or less):
.................................
............

.....

.....

,...................... n......... ............. .................... ,................ ,.... ......... . .. ,....................
.....................

i........

.............

....................

i

...................

.-

i.....................

....................
i....................

............. I.......... ......... ..................... ..................... ,.................... ,...... ........ ,.... .............. ,... ................. ,.................. .
10.Ad.lnes..
though9.I..oumn..an.colmn............................37.00.6.60
.................................
,..................... ..................... ,.................... .
. ........
. .................... ,................. .. ,.................. .
.- ... .I.... . ...... .. ... . .

.. _ j

... .

(37,000 )

69,i600

11 Combine line 10, column I and line 10, column h. Enter ala or (loss) here, and on the appropriate line as follows:
(a) For all except individual returns: Enter the gain or (loss) from line 11, on the return being filed. See instrction F for specific line reference.
(b) For Individual returns:
(i) If the loss on line 6 Includes a loss from Form 4684, Part 11,column B(1), enter that part of the loss here
and on line 24 of Schedule A (Form 1040). Identify as from "Form 4797, line 11(b)(1)".
.....
(2) Redetermine the gain or (loss) on line 11, excluding the loss (If any) on line 11(b)(1). Enter here and on
......
.................
Form 1040, line 15 ....

32 600

10 Add lines 6 through 9 In column gI and column h ..

..

..

..

ForPaperwork Reduction Act Notices see pap I of saperte Instrctins.
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Form4797 (1982)

N

Gain From Disposition of Property Under Sections 1245, 1250, 1251, 1252, 1254, 1255
Skiplines 20 and21 if youdid not dispose of farm property or farmland, or if apartnership files this form.
Dateacadred
lea., dte.yr.)

12 Description of sections 1245, 1250, 1251, 1252, 1254, and 1255 property:
( .

ar

M

n

betacold
(to. dayly.i

......................................
y........................................................................................

................................................................................................................................

,......... ............ ......................

..... .C........................................................................................................................

........... ...........

(D)

Relate lines 12(A) through 12(0) to these columns . l

13 Gross sales price minus expense of sale . . . . .
14 Cost or other basis .........................
15 Depreciation (or depletion) allowed (or allowable) . .

Property

Property

(A)

(B)

. .. .7.Q.
....

16 Adjusted basis, subtract line 15 from line 14 ._._.._.
17 Total gain, subtract line 16 from line 13 ......

...... ..................
...

Property

Pr

(C)
_
_
__
..........................................
.........................................

.600........................................................................
107.400
69.600

18 If section 1245 property:.

(a) Depreciation allowed (or allowable) after applicable
._.
date (sea instructions) ._._._._._._._.
.
(b) Enter smaller of line 17 or 18(a) ...

80_000
69,600

19 If section 1250 property: (If straight line depreciation used,
enter zero on line 19(f).)
(a) Additional depreciation after 12/31/75 . . . . . ...................... ..................... ...................... .....................
(b) Applicable percentage times the smaller of line 17 or
........... .....................
line 19(a) (see instruction G.4) ........
...................... ...............
(c) Subtract line 19(a) from line 17. If line 17 Is not more
than line 19(a), skip lines 19(d) and 19(e) . . . . ...................... ...................... ...................... ......................
(d) Additional depreciation after 12/31/69 and before
..................
1/1/76 .....................................................
(e) Applicable percentage times the smaller of line 19(c)
or 19(d) (see Instruction G4) ........

(f) Add lines 19(b), and 19(e) .........
20 If section 1251 property:
(a) If farmland, enter soil, water. and land clearing expenses for current year and the four preceding years . ............................................ ...................... ......................
(b) If farm property other than land, subtract line 18(b)
from line 17; if farmland, enter smaller of line 17 or
-----...............
_--,
---------------------................
.. .------------20(a) ......
(c) Excess deductions account (see Instruction G.5) . .
(d) Enter smaller of line 20(b) or 20(c) ._.

.

._._.

21 If section 1252 property:
......................
(a) Soil, water, and land clearing expenses ...........................
(b) Amount from line 20(d), if none enter zero . . . ...................... .................. . ..................... ......................
(c) Subtract line 21(b) from line 21(a). If line 21(b) is
more than line 21(a), enter zero . . . . . . . ...................... ...................... ...................... ......................
(d) Une 21(c) times applicable percentage (see Instruc... . ................
. . ...
. ...........
tion G.5) ....
(a) Subtract line 21(b) from line 17 ..........
Qf) Enter smaller of line 21(d) or 21(e) .

._.

.

._.

22 If section 1254 propety:
(a) Intangible drilling and development costs deducted
after 12/31/75 (see instruction 0.6) ......
.
(b) Enter smaller of line 17 or 22(a) . ._.
._._.
23 If section 1255 property:
(a) Applicable percentage of payments excluded from Income under section 126 (see instruction G.7) .

.

.

...
(b) Enter te smaller of lIne 17 or 23(a) ._._._.
Summary of Part Ill Gains (Complete Property columns (A) through (D) through line 2.(b) before go]i

to line 24)
9

................
...
Q.....
24 Total gains for all properties (add columns (A) through (D), line 17) .....
69, 600
25 Add columns (A)through (0). lines 18(b), 19(f), 20(d), 21(f), 22(b) and 23(b). Enter here end on Part II,line 7.
26 Subtract line 25 from line 24. Enter the portion from casualty and theft on Form 4684, line 19; enter the portion
-0................
from other than casualty and theft on Form 4797. Part I. line 3 .....
Complete this Part Only if You Elect Out of the Installment Method And Report a Note or Other Obligation
at Less Than Full Face Value

o

Check here if you elect out of the Installment method.
Enter the face amount of the note or other obligation • ..............................................................
Enter the nerrntac f orafoation of thee note nr other obliation b
E..........
t

n

.

of valuation...

•-IN.
o li
.................
U.S.GOVORNMENT
PRinmQrr
o"K • "1Z
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ALTERNATIVE

Two

Alternative Two discusses the tax impact on Insolvent Farmer and his
Bankruptcy Trustee of electing to divide his individual tax year into two short
years. The first short year ends on February 28, 1982 (Short Year A). His second
short tax year begins on March 1, 1982, and ends on December 31, 1982 (Short
Year B).
In Short Year A, Insolvent Farmer has farm income from the sale of his
feeder cattle of $28,000.00. He has $85,000.00 of income from the sale of grain.
Insolvent Farmer paid $40,000.00 of interest to his friendly banker. He is entitled to take two months' depreciation on his farm machinery in the amount
of $4,600.00. Thus, Insolvent Farmer's net farm income on Schedule F for
Short Year A is $68,400.00.
Insolvent Farmer's net operating loss carryover can be used to offset this
$68,400.00 of income. Thus, in Short Year A, Insolvent Farmer does not have
any income tax. However, Insolvent Farmer does have self-employment tax
of $3,029.00.
After Insolvent uses $68,400.00 of his net operating loss carryover, he has
the following net operating losses to transfer to his Trustee.
1979
1980
1981

$ 4,600.00
95,000.00
123,000.00

In Short Year B, Insolvent Farmer has his $11,000.00 of salary income
on which income tax has been withheld. He has no additional taxes to pay.
The Trustee's income tax return for 1982 shows Schedule F income of
$160,000.00 from the sale of the remaining grain on hand. The Trustee's net
farm income is $160,000.00 and is reported on line 19 of Form 1040.
The Trustee liquidates Insolvent's farmland. Tract A generates a $92,000.00
loss. Tract B and its improvements generate gains of $20,000.00 and $35,000.00,
respectively. The net result is a loss for the estate of $37,000.00. Since these
farm assets are used in a trade or business, their sale is reported on Part I of
Form 4797. The resulting loss is ordinary and transferred to Part II of Form
4797 and helps offset some of the gain from the sale of farm machinery.
The Trustee recognizes Section 1245 gain from the disposition of Insolvent's farm machinery. Form 4797, Part II, shows the gain to be $69,600.00.
Remember the basis in this machinery was reduced by $4,600.00, which Insolvent depreciated on his Short Year A return. This gain is offset by the loss
from the sale of Section 1231 assets of $37,000.00. The net gain on Form 4797
is $32,600.00. This gain is reported on line 15 of Form 1040.
The bankruptcy estate receives Insolvent's $15,000.00 capital loss carryover
Published by IdeaExchange@UAkron, 2016
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reported on Schedule D. Only $1,500.00 of that capital loss may be used to
offset the Trustee's income, since the Trustee's income must be figured as a
married individual filing a separate return. This loss is transferred to line 13
of Form 1040.
Insolvent Farmer's Trustee has $191,100.00 of income which can be offset by the bankruptcy administrative expenses of $40,000.00 and Insolvent's
net operating loss carryover. These carryovers are used as follows:
1979
1980
1881

$ 4,600.00
95,000.00
50,500.00

As a result of using the net operating loss carryovers to offset the Trustee's
income, there is no tax due on the liquidation of his bankruptcy estate. The
Bankruptcy Trustee does, however, have to pay $2,000.00 of investment credit
tax recapture as shown on Form 4255.
At the end of 1982, under alternative Two, the taxes paid by the taxpayers
on their various years are as follows:
A. Insolvent Farmer paid self-employment tax of $3,029.00 on Short
Year A.
B. During Short Year B, Insolvent paid income tax based on his salary.
C. The Bankruptcy Trustee paid $2,000.00 of investment credit recapture
tax.
The Bankruptcy Trustee ends his tax year with the following tax attributes
to be reduced as discharge of indebtedness income is excluded under Section 108:
UNUSED NET
OPERATING Loss

YEAR

CARRYOVER

(NOL)

UNUSED INVESTMENT TAX
CREDIT (ITC)

UNUSED
CAPITAL

LossEs

1981
1980
1979
1978

$72,500
-0-0-0-

$

800
2,500
5,000
4,000

$ -012,000
-0-0-

TOTALS

$72,500

$12,300

$12,000

Insolvent Farmer had $191,000.00 of debt which was discharged in
bankruptcy. $30,000.00 of that debt is related to unpaid feed bills. If paid, these
bills would be a deduction. The discharge of this indebtedness does not give
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rise to discharge of indebtedness income.62 Thus, Insolvent Farmer has
$161,000.00 of discharge of indebtedness income excluded pursuant to Section 108 from his income.
The excluded income must now be used to reduce the tax attributes of
the debtor in accordance with Section 108(b)(2). The reduction of these tax
attributes is as follows:
A. Net operating loss carryovers are the first tax attributes of Insolvent
Farmer's estate which must be reduced. The estate has $72,500.00 of net
operating loss carryovers. The reduction of this tax attribute leaves $88,500.00
of discharge of indebtedness income that has not been reduced.
B. Tax credit carryovers are -the second tax attribute which must be reduced.
Insolvent Farmer's estate has $12,300.00 of unused investment credit carryovers.
Each fifty cents of credit offsets one dollar of excluded debt discharge income.

Thus, the estate's investment credit carryover will offset $24,600.00 of discharge
of indebtedness income. This leaves Insolvent Farmer's estate with $63,900.00
of excluded discharge of indebtedness income.
C. Insolvent Farmer has capital losses of $12,000.00 which must be reduced
to the extent he has excluded discharge of indebtedness income. Once this tax
attribute is reduced to zero, Insolvent's estate still has $51,900.00 of discharge
of indebtedness income which has been excluded from 1982 income per Section 108(a).
Insolvent Farmer receives none of his prior tax attributes from his
Bankruptcy Trustee at the termination of his case. Thus, he goes into 1983
with no tax attributes which can be used to shelter his 1983 income.

' 21I.R.C. § 108(e)(2)(1982). Section 176 of the Tax Reform Act of 1984 states that gains from the sale of
I.R.C. section 1231 trade or business assets are treated as ordinary income up to post-1981 section losses
in the five most recent preceding taxable years. A gain or loss under section 1231 is defined as a taxpayer's
recognized gain or loss from the compulsory or involuntary conversion of property used in a trade or
business. A gain or loss under section 1231 also includes a gain or loss recognized from the compulsory
or involuntary conversion of capital assets held for the long-term holding period and used in a trade or
business or in a transaction for profit. These capital assets must meet the trade or business or transaction
entered into for profit requirements in order to be included as section 1231 property. If after netting all
section 1231 gains and losses there is a net section 1231 gain, a five year lookback rule applies which serves
to recharacterize the current taxable year's net section 1231 gain as ordinary income to the extent of the
net section 1231 losses in the lookback period. This rule applies for the tax years after 1984. The lookback
period is for five years but begins only with tax years beginning after 1981.
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Put 2

Forn 1040 (1g80)

Tax
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Instructions on
page 12)

1,000

....................
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PROBLEM I, ALT. TWO

OM9 o. IS54074~i

Farm Income and Expenses

SCHEDULE F

(Form 1040)

0I82
16

le Attach to Form 1040, Form 1041, or Form 1065.

owt.n d of th. T-e.luy
luiul Rn... Sasnica

•. See Instructions for Schedule F (Form 1040).

Social security number

;ame of proprietor(s)

IN SOLVENT FARMER
firm nameand address 1 ...........................................................................................

__

E ployer identification number

i

I

I I

I

Farm Income-Cash Method
Ban
Farm Deductions--Cash
and Accrual Method
Do not Include sales of livestock held for draft, breeding,
sport, or dairy purposes; report these sales on Form 4797.
Do not Include personal or living expenses (such as
taxes, Insurance, repairs, etc., on your home), which do
of Uvesock end Other Items You Bought for Resale
Sales
Sales o
not produce farm Income. Reduce the amount of your
a. O.i.tlmn
1
. Antont
.
. Cos 00 olher lss
farm deductions by any reimbursement before entering

1 Livestock 10................

I

..

70....0.0

QQ ......

the deduction below.

-mount

..

l.

32 a Labor hired ........

-2'Other 'Ie
s. .......
...........................
.....
............................
b Jobs credit......
c Balance (subtract line
2 Othr
ites ~' ..... ...
.

-3Totals

•

.•

.

105000

.

.

.

77,000

32b from line 32a)
Repairs, maintenance
Interest ..
........
Rent of farm, pasture . .
Feed purchased ....
Seeds, plants purchased .
Fertilizers, lime, chemicals.
Machine hire ........
Supplies purchased . . .
Breeding fees ........
Veterinary fees, medicine .
Gasoline, fuel, oil ....
Storage, warehousing . .
Taxes ..
........
Insurance
..
......
Utilities ..
........
Freight, trucking ....
Conservation expenses .
Land clearing expenses.
Pension and profit-sharing
plans . . . . . . .
Employee benefit programs
other than line 51 . . .
53 Other (specify) I ..............

33
4 Profit or (loss), subtract line 3, column c, from
34
line 3, column b .........
28,000
•
35
Sales of Livestock and Produce You Raised and Other Farm Income
36
Klod
Amount
37
.
.
.
.......................
.
.
.
.
i.....
5 Cattle and calves.
.
38
6 Sheep.........
39
. . . . . . . ...................... i .....
7 Swine .........
40
. . . . . . . ...................... .....
8 Poultry .
......
41
. . . . . . . ...................... .....
9 Dairy products. . .
42
. . . . . .
. ........... .......... i .....
10 Eggs ........
43
. . . . . . . ...................... ...... 44
11 Wool ........
• .. .
. . i ..................... .....
12 Cotton .....
45
. .
.
. .
. .
.......................
.....
13 Tobacco ........
46
14 Vegetables ....
47
. . . . . . . i....................... ......
2S Soybeans ....
48
-000......
......
.
.
.
.
.
.
...
......
16 Corn ..
49
. . . . . . . ...................... .....
17 Other grains ....
50
18 Hey and straw.
. .
51
19 Fruits and nuts. . .
20 Machine work . . .
52
21 a Patronage dividends

. . .. . .. .. . ..... ...... .. ...

b Less: Nonincome Items
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

c Nt patronage dividends ..
........
I
Per-untt retains ...
.............
.....................
I....... I........................................I...........I...
Nonpatroupe disrlbuolens ftrm exemptcooperaives. .
.....................
i....... i................................
... ........
Agricultural program payments: a Cash.
. .
.....................
I....... i ..................
..............
............
b Materials and services ...
.........
Commodi
y credit loansunderelection(or forfeite . .
federal gasoline tax credit ..
........
i...................... i......
54 Total
(add
lines
32c
State gasoline tax refund ...
.........
i....................... i......
through 53) .....
Crop Insurance proceeds ...
.........
55 Depreciation, Including SecOther (specify)
.---------------tion 179 expense deduction
.. .
................................
.
.......
i......................
......
(from Form 4562) . . .

......................
......................

.....
40.QQQ ......
.....................
.....................
......................
......................
.....................
......................
.....................
.............
......................
......................
......................
......................
......................
....................
.................
...
......................

....

..................

I ...................

40,000

A AAA

30-ad
nti;ncolumn f'o'r
line's thu
29. _
56 Total deductions (add lines
31 Gros proflts* (add lines 4 and 30). . . . No
.
30 0
54 and 551
44,600
57 Net farm profit or (loss) (subtractline56fromline 31).Ifa profit, enter onForm1040.line 19.andon Schedule
SE,
Part I,
line 1. If a los, gonnto line58.(Fiduciaries
snd partnerships,
tea the Instructions.) ........
57
68__00
58 If you have a loss, do you have amounts for which you are not "at risk" in this farm (seeinstructions)?.
.. Q Yes
If you checked "No," enter the loss on Form 1040, line 19, and on Schedule SE.Part I, line 1.
*Useamounta line
31 foroptionalmethodofcomputlg neteominnp
from self.employment.
(SeeSchedule
SE, Part II,
line
4.)
For Paprworki Redu.ction Act Notice, see Form 1040 Instrutions.
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married child but not your dependent, enter child's name
..
Qualifying widow(er) with dependent child (Year spouse died Is 19
). (See page 6 ofInstructions.)
Yorself
65 or over
Blind
Enterinumber of
Spouse

65

or

over

Blind

Income

. . . . . . . . . . . . ....
7Wages, salaries, tips, etc.. .. . . . . . . . . . ..
8 Interest income 'affach Schedule 8 it over$400 or youhaveany AllSaversinterest) .

Please attach
Copy B of your
Forms W-2 here.

...
9a Dividends (attach Schedule B if over $400) . -...
.............................
c Subtract line 9b from lineSa ......

F
Pleae ch
atah chec
ar money
order here.

lastrUC
S10)

Adjusted
Gross 10505

7
-...

Refunds of State and local income taxes (do not enter an amount unless you de.
ducted those taxes in an earlier year-see page 9 of Instructions) .........

11
12

...................................Alimoiny received ........
Business income or (loss) (attach Schedule C) ...................

13
14

.
.
......
Capital gain or (loss) (attach Schedule D) .........
40% capital gain distributions not reported on line 13 (See page 9 ofInstructions)

15
16

Supplemental gains or (losses) (attach Form 4797) .....
................
Fully taxablepensions, IRA distributions, and annuities not reported on line 17.

.-. . . .

I

"

_3

14
_15

.

.8

.

. . . .-.

.

U9

-

I

b Taxable amount. ifany, from worksheet on. page 10 of Instructions .........
20
Other income (state nature and source-see page 10 of Instructions) • .......................

M01(6 8 44000

23

Moving expense (attach Form 3903 or 3903F) . . .

24

Employee business expenses (attach Form 2106)

25

Payments to an IRA. You must enter code from page

1( ......

24...24

......................

22

......

-

__

V/1,
_,1___

_

,

-

25

26

Payments to a Keogh (H.R. 10) retirement plan .
Penalty on early withdrawal of savings ........

27

28
29

Alimony paid ....
.....................
. . . . .
Deduction ftr a married couple when both work (at-

28

tach Schedule W) ......
...................
Disability in,:omeexclusion (attach Form 2440) . . .
Total adjustments. Add lines 23 through 30...................

29

30
31

.,.

"'...

23

27

32

____

17b

Rents, royalties, partnerships, estates, trusts, etc. (attach Schedule E)

19 Farm income or (loss) (attach Schedule F). . . . . . ...
20a Unemploymrent compensation (insurance). Total received I 20aI

10
21
.
-.
Do-_12
.

I

17a Other Pensions and annuities. Total received ....
I 17e
b Taxable amount, ifany, from worksheet on page 10 of Instructions ...

21

,

9b Exclusion...........
._.__._..__9

22 Total-income. Add amounts in column for lines 7 through 21

Adjustments
to;seeIncome

on 6a and b 10

10

18

o

Single
I ForPrivacy
Actand Paperwork ReductionAct Notice, seeInstruction
Married fnlvg joint return (even if only one had income)
Married filing separate return. Enter spouse's social security no. above and full name here s ...............................

Enter
ubr
[
chilrUember
.................................
c First names of your dependent children who lived with you
. ...
.. .............................................................
. listed
i.. on 6c P
(4)Didde nt
(5)old ou eovd
d Other dependents:
21 Relatianship rorts li"' T
ans inaone at
mars than
-eBit
ot Enter number
(l)Name
-- -ineaur hoes St.00rt
dedants suenr
at other
dependents
•
Add numbers
entered in
e Total number of exemptions claimed .........................
boxes abone
E

the box labeled
Yourself.
Ch k other
boxes ifthey
aply.

If you do not have
W-2, see
page5 ut
irstructions.

security
number

Spouse's social securlty
no.
Yu on

Your occupation

Spendthrift, IL 61701

Presidential

pOMl No. 1545-0074

.

Yeur social

26

________

30
..

Adjusted gross income. Subtract line 31 from line 22. If this line is less than
$10,000. sEe Earned Income Credit" (line 62) on page 15 of Instruction.
Ifyoumane IRS to figure your tax, see page 3 of Instructions .......... •i

31

I
32I

-0"

363-062-2
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Fom 1040(1982)

PaFe

Tax

33 Amount from line 32 (adjusted gross Income) .......................
34a If youItemize, complete
Schedule
A (Form1040)andenter theamountfromSchedule
A,line
30 . . . .I
Caution: If you have unearned income and can be claimed as a dependent on your

tatio

parent's return, check here • [] end see page 12 of the Instructions. Alsosee
page 12 of the Instructions If:
* Youaremarried filineg
separate returnandyour spouse
Itemizes;deductione.OR
* You1710Form
4563,
alien.
OR 0 You e. a dualstatus
34b If you do not Itemize, complete the worksheet on page 13. Then enter the allowable
part of your charitable contributions here ...........................
_._._._.__._._._34
35 Subtract line 34a or 34b, whichever applies, from line 33 ...................
35
36 Multiply $1,000 by the total number of exemptions claimed on Form 1040, line 6e .36
37 Taxable Income. Subtract line 36 from line 35 ........................
37
38 Tax. Enter tax here and check if from 0 Tax Table, Q Tax Rate Schedule X. Y, or Z,
or - Schedule G ........
..................................
.
39 Additional Taxes. (Seepage13ofInstructions.) Enter here and check if from Q Form 4970,
39
O Form 4972, E] Form 5544, or 5 section 72 penalty taxes ....... .....

Conpu(See

Instructions on

page 12)

Credits

40 Total. Add lines 38 and 39 .............................
41
Credit for the elderly (attach Schedules R&RP). .|._._._.41
Foreign tax credit (attach Form 1116) .........
..
42

41
42

(See
Instructonson

43

Investment credit (attach Form 3468)

44

15)
pago

45

. .
Partial credit for political contributions .......
Credit for child and dependent care expenses (Foerm )

.. . . .

46 Jobs credit (attach Form 5884) .. .. .. .. . .....
47

40
IN

43_._._._43

Residential energy credit (attach Form 5695) ......

44

45

_244__.

.~
47

48 Other credits--see page 14
........................
48
49 Total credits. Add lines 41 through 48 ...................
50 Balance. Subtract line 49 from line 40 and enter difference (but not less than zero).

490
50

Other

51

Self-employment tax (attach Schedule SE) ..........................

51

Taxes

52
53
54

Minimum tax (attach Form 4625) ...............................
Alternative minimum tax (attach Form 6251) .........................
Tax from recapture of investment credit (attach Form 4255) .............

55
56

Social security (FICA) tax on tip income not reported to employer (attach Form 4137) . 55
Uncollected employee FICA and RRTA tax on tips (from Form W-2) .........
5

06

57
58
59

Tax on an IRA (attach Form 5329) ...............................
Advance earned Income credit (EIC) payments received (from Form W-2) ......
Total tax. Add lines 50 through 58 .59

Payments

60 Total Federal Income tax withheld. ............

(including
Advance
EIC
Payments)

Attach
FormsW-2,
W-2G, and
W-2P
to front.

1982estimatedtax payments
andamount
appliedfrom1981return.61
Earned Income credit. If line 33 is under $10,000, see

63
64

62
page 15 of Instructions .....................
Amount paid with Form 4868 ..............
63Excess FICA and RRTA tax withheld (two or morn
employers). 64

66
67

Refund or
Amount
You Owe

Please

Sign

Sin

68
69
70
71

._._.__._52_52
.__._.._.__._5
5
. .5

57
58

.

3 029

600

61
62

65

-0,029

Credit for Federal tax on special fuels and oils (attach
65
._.__._..___
.......................
Form 4136) ...
Regulated Investment Company credit (attach Form 2439) 66
Total. Add lines 60 through 66 ................................

67

68
o.
if line 67 Is larger then line 59, enter amount OVERPAID ..............
Amount of line 68 to be REFUNDED TO YOU . . . ......
69
I70 I
tax. . .
of line 68 tobeappliedtoyour1983estimated
Amount
If line
59 islarger
than line
67,enter
AMOUNT
YOU OWE.
Attachcheckormoneyorderfor full amount
payable
toInternal
Revenue
Service.
Writeyour socialsecuritynumber and"1982 Form1040"onit. •0 71
(Check [ if Form2210 (2210F)
isattached.Seepage16 of Instructions.) • $

-0-

3,029

Under enlties of perjury,
Ideclarethat I have examined thisreturn, including accompanying schedulesand statements. and to thebel
Isbased on al information of
of preparer tother than taxpayer)
end complete.Declaration
it istrue,
correct.
of my knowledgeand belief,
whichpreparer he any knowltdg.sI
______________
_
Sxu2slntr

Here

signaturae

sd

Preparers
usOnly
,.r

ae
Preparer's
signature
Firm's name (or
yours. if self-employed)m
and address
aurumtoa-o-nas3e
=~ueaa.

https://ideaexchange.uakron.edu/akrontaxjournal/vol2/iss1/5

at

uYour
Date

(if filingjointly,
Boe mu. alan)

Preparr's social security n0.
Checkif
selferaNo. El
I.
E.I.No. •
Zip code 0.
3Z2-2h
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REPORT ON TAX ASPECTS OF FARMERS IN BANKRUPTCY

PROBLEM I, ALT. TWO SHORT YEAR A
SCHEDULE SE
(Form .1040)

14.of self-employedperson (aswho

0IM .

II)82

N. See Instructions for Schedule SE (Form 1040).
•. Attach to Form 1040.
on.
soil Security Card)

Soci "curtly number of
Is.Il
oyed p-

INSOLVENT FARMER[

u1I

N

Computation of Social Security Self-Employment Tax

i

Regular Computation of Net Earnings from Self-Employment

I Not profit or (loss) from Schedule F (Form 1040), line 57 or line 90,and form partnerships, Sched........................
uleK-1 (Form 1065), line 18b ............

1

2 Netprofit or (loss) from Schedule C (Form 1040), line 32, and Schedule K-i (Form 1065), line 18b
(other than farming). See Instructions for kinds of Income to report.
Note:if you are exempt from self-employment tax on your earnings as a minister, member of a
religious order, or Christian Science practitioner because you filed Form 4361, check here •i.
if you have other earnings of $400 or more that are subject to self-employment tax, Include
.
........
....
..............
those earnings on this line ....

2

68.

E-*

i

Optional Computation of Net Earnings from Self-Employment
Generally, this part may be used only If:
i Your gross farm profits were not more than $2,400, or
" Your gross farm profits were more than $2,400 and your net farm profits were less than $1,600, or
2
" Your net nonfarm profits were less than $1,600 and less than two-thirds ( /a) of your gross nonfarm income.
See instructions for other limitations.

...................
3 Maximum Income for optional methods .........
2
4 FarmOptional Method-Enter two-thirds ( /) of gross profit% from Schedule F (Form 1040), line
31 or line 88, and farm partnerships, Schedule K-1 (Form 1065), line 18a, or $1,600, whichever is
......
.......................
smaller ............

3

........................
5 Subtract line 4 from line 3 .........
2
6 Nonfarm Optional Method-Enter the smaller of two-thirds ( /3) of gross profits from Schedule C
(Form 1040), line 3, and Schedule K-i (Form 1065), line lc (other than farming). $1,600, or, If
you elected the farm optional method, the amount on line 5 . ......
......

5

U

4

Computation of Social Security Self-Employment Tax

7 Enter the amount from Part I, line 1,or,if you elected the farm optional method, Part II, line 4.

11 a Total FICA wages from Forms W-2 and RRTA compensation
b Unreported tips subject to FICA tax from Form 4137, line 9,or to
.................
RRTA tax ........
Add lines Ila and 1lb ........

12 Subtract line 1lc from line 10 ........

68,400

.

8 Enter the amount from Part I, line 2. or, If you elected the nonfarm optional method, Part II, line 6.
9 Add lines 7 and 8. If less than $400, you are not subject to self-employment tax. Do not fill In the
..........................
rest of the schedule .........
10 The largest amount of combined wages and self-employment earnings subject to social security
or railroad retirement tax for 1982 Is .......
.....................

C

0

$1,600

L.

-0-

.

68,400
10

i11I
b

........................
...

00

$32,400

-0-

.......................

32400

13 Enter the smaller of line 9 or line 12 .......
.....................
If line 13 Is $32,400, fill in $3,029.40 on line 14. Otherwise, multiply line 13 by .0935 and enter the
result on line 14 ..........
........................
..

13

Self-employment tax. Enter this amount on Form 1040, line 51 . . . . . . . . . . .I.
ForPaperwork Reduction Act Notice, see Form 1040 Instructions.

14

14

-

32.400

.0935

.
3

I029T
363-071-1
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PROBLEM I, ALT TWO

,o,'a
4562
a
baIRevis.
smervice2
Name(s) as shown
on return

Depreciation and AmortizatiOn

OMBIs. 1545-8172

EspiM8/31/85

No-See separate Instructions.
I- Attach this form to your return.

67
identifying number

I

INSOLVENT FARMER

oractivity to which this form relates
Business
m'mm
Section A

Depreciation
Election to expense recovery property (Section 179)

a. Cot

A. Class
of vaperty

C. Epen. deductis

I Total (not more than $5,000). Enter here and on line 8 (Partnerships--enter this amount on Schedule K
(Form 1065)) ._._..
. . . . . . . .
. . . ..
. . . . . . .
Depreciation of recovery property
Section B

.11.

I I'll,

a. CIasof pa

pl d In

C.

L Mtbd
at

asst
or&

r1. Pe.

a. Dedution

A

2 Accelerated Cost Recovery System (ACRS) (See Instructions):
(a) 3-year property

(b) 5-year property

(c) 10-year property

(d) 15-year public utility property
(e) 15-year real property--lowIncome housing

(f) 15-year real property other
than low-income housing

-

3 Property subject to section 168(e)(2) election (See instructions):

4 Total column

. Enter here and on line 9..................

.

4Tal
aerorm R.Edcin theotic, on pane1of t. s.art
.
.ns.
. t ..5-7.an .av .
Sae Paperwork Reduction Adt Notice an pgs I of the separate Instructions.
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REPORT ON TAX ASPECTS OF FARMERS IN BANKRUPTCY

ForM4562 (ReY.9-82)

Section C

Depreciation of nonrecovery property
. o o
Wtho,b.s

D. O sr o otosllowed
i * jl nI
so l e y s

I L "o d
p rof
l.f n

Id

5 Class Life Asset Depreciation Range (CLADR) System Depreciation

6 Other depreciation (See instructions):

......... M.. .h.in..X ...............

Various

a,

F. Lifeor

t.

0. Deduction
for thil. ye ,

. .

IN

192,000

80.000

SL

7

4,600.00

n...........................-

. ................

7 Total column

I

Section C

4,600.00

8 Enter amount from Section A, line 1 Partnerhips enter zero).

...............

9 Enter amount from Section B, line 4 .................
10 Total- Add lines 7. 8. andI 9. Enter here and on the Depreciation line of ytour return ..

.ENAmortization
.. .

Total column

lp
.. soof troely

. Enter here

.

.

.

4,600.0

of property_______
S. D.r. msqulred

*

.o.. ..............

e. Arr.nioau..
do.lebl..

a...

. Amil.
I.-

ta...

a. A.ontizotl@

nd on Other deduction or expense line of our rtur
363-1791
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PROBLEM I,

1041
0i

I

se.~rIa~nr
-elalle

edn

bw
ts
esttitM
trust

ALT.

TWO

U.S. Fiduciary Income Tax Return
bgna

iarrhJ1

-

Y 555
Io
fal Year
FarUrnclaasar
..
2...
. a nd Ong.fe
b

Name of estate or trust (Grantor type trust INSOLVENT FARMER'q TR1TR_
Name and title
of fiduciary

B

_,

....
t.aru:

escibedInsection
4s47()(2)

Spendthrift, IL 61701

[M First return E Final return " Ancillary return [l Amended return
Change In fiduciary's
p Name or
Address
.....

8 Ordinary pin or (lose) (Atach Frnr

-2 .......

..

.
3 Partnershlp Income or (loss) ..............
4 Income from another estate or trust
..........................
S Net rent and royalty Income or (loss) from line 44. ..........
..
6 Net business and farm income or (loss) (AtackScheadules
Cad F (Form104)).
7 Capital gin or (loss) (Attach Schedule D (Form 1041)) ........
.
.

47M .....

.....

11 interest ......
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

A

........
..
6..
....
. .........

8
I._

..

..

.

..
..
.

........
.......
1
. ...

.....................

........................

.

3..

9 Other Income (State nature of income)
...........................
10
Total income (Add lines I through 9)..
..................

12Tm

cck applic bans (SeeIa.

- Described
Ins@dn 4947(a)(1)
Nt treatedas a privatefoue.
datim

1 Dividends (Enter full amount before exclusion) .............2 Interest Income (Enter full amount before exclusion) ........
e
S

Empi or Identification number
NaeIII charitable
and split-ltenat

Address of fiduciary (number end street)
306 N. Center
end ZIP code
City, State,

poled income
fund

5.o
. 155.t

L

Instructions)

ts

tust
TOOeratlrsakIPPIsg
sp
= i trust(am0)
S
trst($100)
Cemplex
Mnt ($IO)
Grantor
typetrust
Familyestatetrust

hect appicalde boses

r

IU

11

..........

_2
.

- ..
-.........

10

Charitable deduction (from line 53) ...
............
.
13
14
.
....................
Fiduciary fees ........
Attorney, accountant, and return preparer fees . . . . .
....
. ..
s
...........
Other deductions (Attach a separate sheet listing deductions) . . .
16
..
Total (Add lInea 11 through 16) . . . . ...............
Subtract line 17 from line 10 ...
.
.
.
.
.
.
Income distribution deduction (from line 68) (SeeSpecific stlts)
Sd"e -1 (Frnm1041))
(tli
Dividend and interest exclusion (See Instructions)............
...
.
...................
Estate tax deduction (Attach computation) ........
Long-term capital gain deduction from Schedule D (Form 1041) (Charity 0-.See Instructions).

17
16
19
20
21
22

-.

23 xemption................................
-

2

24
24
Total (Add lines 19 through 23)..
25 Taxable Income of fiduciary (Subtrct line 24 from line 18)
....
.2. .......
25
Total
26
26 Tax: Tax rate chedule .......................
; b Other tx ..........
27 Credit a Freli tax ........... la I
n .................
................
;
; Toal .
27d i
....
28 Credits: a Ao" fuel
......
o
t
l fuel................ ; C it lh
.............
; l
;ntel
W
28d
29
Total (Add lines27d and 28d) .....
......................
.
2
I.
30
.........
............
30 Balance (Subtract line 29 from line 26c) ........
31 Tax from: a Form42S5 .............
b Form4626.
....
TOW •
-...........
31
Aternativy2 minimum tax (Attach Form 6251) .......
..................
2
33
Total (Add lines 30 through 32) .....
...................
33
34 Other credits (See instruction for line 34) ......
.
...
...............
34
35 Federl intome ta: a prevously paid• ......................
;
wll
.......... .; Toal •
21136
Total (Add lines 34 and 35c) ........
....................
0,
-6
37 Balance of tax due (Subtract line 36 from line 33) (Se Instruction I).PER .ATTAC1E
L040
27
2000
38 Overpayment (Subtract line 33 from line 36) ...................
_18
I declaremet I haveemUna us return.inctludinfecrenls ceue a taret.eda the e a a
t
unbr
eranm pfy

Flies

Is"

t,

wrkest , and cempete.

t rrr
oeelarMle
e
rtier

o8lgat"re!atflduciary or officer representing fiduciar
, pre

useal
0*

_

e

rmt'snme
i
(or

n 55 iuteetli

ofle
Mw

ree

Le
CheckIf

kat

yos. Ifettempayed)

Isbd
al

LLI.

8 eacll ae

Y o..

FIa,

__________________________________

ZIP codes

and addres

risihnicyAdct ndl slo wto
o~lu
ttinAc

e N
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REPORT ON TAX ASPECTS OF FARMERS IN BANKRUPTCY

PROBLEM I

ALT. TWO

Capital Gains and Losses

(Examples of property to be reported
on this Schedule am gains and losses on stocks, bonds, and similar Investments,
as a home or jewelry.)
such
assets
personal
on
losses)
not
and gains (but
ofthe T-se,
D .dnMnt
* See Instructions for Schedule D (Form 1040).
1nto 0- Attach to Form 1040.
s.
3"n
Inno.I Rn
Yur
INSOLVENT BANKRUPT'S TRUSTEE
Name(s) as shownon Form
SCHEDULE D
(FORM 1040)

Short-term Capital Gains and Losses-Assets Held One Year or Less
KIM
b.s
d.
.4I
.
oons usg
. D.
Dote
d. G.
Cm. o1. pric
b.
Doe
ond d..

e. Kind Of pr.o
11riptlon
(Enm

od..
Ord

alZ Co.)
7% pooft.r.d

fr0'I
(Mq)utr.d

(Mo..de. Y.)

Id

Ob.. dy. Yr.)

l

sunpio..
*..P.

of ..

462"
ln"Wu
d
(CsenstronW

2))
poso

I

2a Gain from sale or exchange of a principal residence held one year or less, from
2___//__
.
............
.
Form 2119. lines 7 or 11.
2
b Short-term capital gain from installment sales from Form 6252, line 21 or 29.
3
. . .
3 Net short-term gain or (loss) from partnerships and fiduciaries.
(
4
..........
4 Add lines 1 through 3 In column f and column g ....
5 Combine line 4. column f and line 4, column g and enter the net gain or (loss).......
...........
6 Short-term capital loss carryover from years beginning after 1969 ....
...............
. ...
7 Net short-term gain or (loss), combine lines and 6
*

I

Loss
lumn
(e seaaI

If ln~I.. .
subt..t
thn d)
(.1
Cr0m

.

..
d

n8sa .

1545-0174

2J82
14

Ils

number

GAIN
Mmln()Is
a
If o.n.. (d) I. n,
t.)
Isla
(d) I.)
Iro... bbW.cC

5
6
7

Long.term Capital Gains and Losses-Assets Held More Than One Year

M
9a Gain from sale or exchange of a principal residence held'more than one year,
___
W__
98___
...
from Form 2119. lines 7. 11, 16 or 18 ..........
9b
9b
b Long-term capital gain from installment sales from Form 6252, line 21 or 29
1...10
10 Net long-term gain or (loss) from partnerships and fiduciaries .....
_
_
._
11
..
..........
11 Add lines 8 through 10 in column f and column g ..
12
.......
12 Combine line 11,column f and line 11. column g and enter the net gain or (loss) ...
.13
.
..
13 Capital gain distributions .....................
.
14
...................
14 Enter gain from Form 4797, line 5(a)(1) .......
15
15 Enter your share of net long-term gain from small business corporations (Subchapter S) . . ..
16
. .............
........
16 Combine lines 12 through 15 ....
17 ( 15000
...
...........
17 Long-term capital loss carryover from years beginning after 1969 ...
( 15000
18 Net long-term gain or (loss), combine lInes 16 and 17 .18
Note: Complete this form on reverse. However, if you have capital loss carryovers from years beginning before 1970, do not
complete Parts Ill or V. See Form 4798 instead.
For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see Form 1040 Instructions
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1040

In)82 1PROBLEM

i.. Individual Income Tax Returnr

for theyearJanuaryt-Docamber 31. 1982.or othertaxyearbeginning

use

Year
y
ft...

[Vol. 2

1982.ending

.1. at" spo. ......
cd initial)
odintillit Joint t....

Last

I, ALT. TWO SHORT YEAR A
12/31
519
O118 No. 1545-0074
Your social

..

ecurity number

INSOLVENT FARMER

IRS
Other.

Presenhoeji at (Numbrend itoot,

p

Cnt
City,tamntreost .ffic, Pt.. sadZIP tode

wlse, 13 Gutter Street

Spouse's social security no.

orruralrute)
ludin apertaent number,
Your occupation

or typo. Spendthrift , IL 61701

•e.

Spouse's
occupation .

Presidential
ILDo you want $1 to goUkto this
you fund? .. ...
.. .
...
es
Election Campaign J It joint return, does your spouse want $1 to go to this fund?. . . ''i-i.'.6i''i-----inot
IYes o

filing Status

1

X

Single

No

note:Incau
Checklngyou
Yes'I o Will
*orteO
e
Nio due your refund.

IForPrivacy
see Instructions.
ActandPaperwork
Reduction
ActNotice,

Married filing joint return (even if only one had income)
Marriedfiling separatereturn.Enterspouse'ssocialsecurity
no. aboveandfull namehere t ................................
Head of household (with qualifying person). (Seepage6 of Instructions.)
If the qualifying person Is your un___
married child but not your dependent, enter child's name •
.......
......
.
.
.
...........
__ _J5
Qualifying widow(er) with dependent child (Year spouse died l 19
). (Seepage6 of Instructions.)
Exmtin
r ovr
Blind
Enter number o
emptions
b X Yoref6 fSpouse
65 or over
Blind
bes checked
boe
Ip
65o oveBi
d
on6a aod bIt
Alwayscheck
Enternumber
the box labeled
c First names of your dependent children who lived with you a ...............................
of chldre n
Yqurself. .................................................................................
listed on 6c
i
Check other
5
. r
tus:.R
d Other dejdo
boes if they
Enter
number
anlilo
00
the
Imone
00.
of
.d
no.11
2 R.1.tlunhin in
of other
nece1s
d
I,00 or note? eendent
Nu,hone
applym
dependents ha
Add
numbers
entered
1.
Checkonly
one box.

2
3
4

_
_

L3

I

Income
Please attach
Copy5 of your

Forms W-2 here.
If you do not have
eW-2, see
page 5 of
Instructions.

a Total number of exemptions claimed
..

..

..

........

..

..

..

..

..

..

......
..

..

..

7

Wages, salaries, tips, etc . ..

8

Interest Income tattech Schedule a inord, 4O0O
oryouhay.any All.gour interest) .

11,000

9c

Refunds of State and local income taxes (do not enter an amount unless you deducted thbse taxes in an earlier year-see page 9 of Instructions) ............
..................................

Alimony received ..........

boxes above •,

F/////..

L

c Subtract line 9b from line 9a ..................................

11

7

_._._.

9a Dividends (attach Schedule 8 if over $400) ..........
10

...

. ..

10
11

ho 12
12 Business income or (loss) (attach Schedule C).....................
13
.
......
.
13 Capital gain or (loss) (attach Schedule D) .........
14 40% capital gain distributions not reported on line 13 (Seepage9 of Instructions)
14
15
16
17a
b

Supplemental gains or (losses) (attach Form 4797) ......................
.. 15
Fully taxable pensions, IRA distributions, and annuities not reported on line 17.
16
Other pensions and annuities. Total received . . *,
17a I
I
Taxable amount. if any, from worksheet on page 10 of Instructions ...........
17_
ItsRents, royalties, partnerships, estates, trusts, etc. (attach Schedule E).......
Le-

19
Please
attach check
or money
order here.

Farm income or (loss) (attach Schedule F).......................

20a Unemployment compensation (insurance). Total receivedI 20a I
21

(See

Instructions on
aiei

J

.

.

23
24
25

Moving expense (attach Form 3903 or 3903F) . . .
Employee business expenses (attach Form 2106) . .

23
2._

Payments to en IRA. You must enter code from page
.....................
11 ( .)...
Payments to a Keogh ,(H.R. 10) retirement plan . . .

25

27
28
29

I 32

20b
21

.........

Total Income. Add amounts in column for lines 7 through 21 ..........

30
31

Adjusted
Gross Income

.

22

26

•..

.........
b Taxable amount, if any, frinn worksheet on page 0 of Instructions.
Other income (atte nature andsusce-seo page10 of Instructions) ..........
.
. .

Adjustments
to Income

I

____

1d2

26

27
Penalty on early withdrawal of savings ........
2
.....................
Alimony paid ......
Deduction for a married coule when both work (at.
tech Schedule W) .......................
Disability income exclusion (attach Form 2440)...
Total adjustments. Add lines 23 through 30. . ....
Adjusted gross Income. Subtract line 31 from line 22
$10,000, see "Earned Income Credit" (line 62) on
Ifyou want IRS to figure your tax, see page 3 of Instruc

363-062-2
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19841

REPORT ON TAX ASPECTS OF FARMERS IN BANKRUPTCY

Forn, 1040 (1982)

Tax
Computation
(Sen

Instruc.
tions on
ease 12)

.33_
348

0 You -, m-rried tiling a separate
return andyour spouseitemizes deduction.,
OR
* You file Form 4563, OR 0 You are a duml.statusalien.

34b Ifyou do not itemize, complete the worksheet on plge 13. Then enter the allowable
part of your charitable contributions here .......
.......................
34b
35 Subtract line 34a or 34b, whichever applies, from line 33 .....
. ....
........
35
36 Multiply $1,000 by the total number of exemptions claimed on Form 1040, line 6e..
36
37 Taxable Income. Subtract line 36 from line 35 .... .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .....
37
38 Tax.Enter tax here and check if from Ii Tax Table, n Tax Rate Schedule X, Y, or Z,
or L] Schedule G .........
...................
.............
.
.138
39 Additional Taxes. (Seepage13 ofInstructions.)
Enter here and check if from ] Form 4970, 39
E] Form 4972. [ Form 5544. or C] section 72 penalty taxes ............
40 Total. Add lines 38 and 39 ...........
.............................
10,40

Credits

41

Credit for the elderly (attach Schedules R&RP) .__._._._._41

(See
inson

43
44

Pe 13)

45

Investment credit (attach Form 3468) ....
Partial credit for political contributions ......
..
ai.ta4).
Credit for child and dependent care expenses (

42

46
47
48
49
50

Foreign tax credit (attach Form 1116) ....

......

42

._

44

___.

45

Jobs credit (attach Form 5884) ............
46
Residential energy credit.(attach Form 5695) ......
47
48
Other credits- see page 14 • ............................................
Total credits. Add lines 41 through 48 ....... : .................. 49 .
Balance. Subtract line 49 from line 40 and enter difference (but not less than zero) .

1

(including
EIC
Payments)

55
56

Social security (FICA)tax on tip income not reported to employer (attach Form 4137).
Uncollected employee FICAand RRTA tax on tips (from Form W-2) ...........

57
58
159

06

Payments
Attach W-2.
Forms

60

W-2P

Owe

Please
Sign
Hin

Paid
Preprs

60

page 15 of Instructions .....

62

Amount paid with Form 4868...............

66
67

You

Total Federal income taxwithheld ................

63

65

68
69
70
71

.................

. 238
--

1 ,240

63

Excess FICAand RRTA tax withheld (twoor more
employers)
. 64
Credit for Federal tax on special fuels and oils (attach
65
61
... .
.................
Form 4136)
Regulatef Investment Company credit (attach Form 2439) 66
Total. Add lines 60 through 66 .......
...................

........

j

1.240

67

68
•
I line 67 is larger than line59, enter amount OVERPAID ..................
69
Amount of line 68 to be REFUNDED TO YOU .......................
tax. . . • I70
Amountof line68 tobeappliedto your1983estimated
order for full amount
Attachcheckor money
YOUOWE.
than line 67,enterAMOUNT
Ifline
59 islarge,
Ile Ii
of Instructions.)
pge 16number
Seesecurity
payabletoisinternal
Revenue
yoursocial
and-1982 Form
1040"on it. I
71
is attached,
(2210F)Write
221 Service.
[] if Form
(Check

2
2

I

I

"/

-O

Unider Oifneltes ei perury. I declare that I have a-mined this return includingaccompanyin schedules
and statements. and tothe bog
n,
roledgeand belief, itistrue, correct. and complete. Declaration of preparer (other t an taxpayer) isbased on ellInforlation
any knowledge.
rr
slon
(it
Data
Dte
Yoursigiatii.e

or ry k

whilhpp*

Preparer
s
nature

l

Firm's n ime (or

UseOnly

1

.56
57 __
..........................
Tax on an IRA (attach Form 5329) ........
Advance earned income credit (EIC) payments received (from Form W-2) . . ..
58
Total tu. Add lines 50 through 58 ......................... N 159
1
1982estimatedtaxpayments
andamountappliedfrom1981return . 61 6
Earned income credit. If line 33 is under $10,000, see

64

Refund or
Amount

Self employment tax (attach Schedule SE)

61
62

W-2G. and

-0--

-50

1 __
. . .--.......................
...
.52
...........................
Mirimum tax (attach Form 4625) ........
53
.....................
Alternative minimum tax (attach Form 6251) ......
Tax from recapture of investment credit (attach Form 4255) ....
............
54

51

-0-

43

52
53
54

Other
Taxes

PialI 9

.

33 Amount from line 32 (adjusted gross income) ......
....................
34a Ifyou itemize,completeSchedule
A(Form1040)andenterthe amount
fromSchedule
A,line30 . ...
Caution: Ifyou have unearned income and can be claimed as a dependent on your
parent's return, check here s E] and see page 12 of the Instructions. Also see
page 12 of the Instructions if:

Date

Checkif
ployed
t.o

Preparer'ssocial eacualty
Ell

yons, it selferroee)

IE.Io.

and address

ZIPcode 10.
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PROBLEM I, ALT. TWO

Farm Income and Expenses

SCHEDULE F
(Form 1040)

OMONo.

11k82

)a Attach to Form 1040, Form 1041, or Form 1065.
lo SeeInstructions for Schedule F (Form 1040).

pipl5ueafttof the Tcesury
n R1vnu Serloe

16

Nameof proprietor(s)
INSOLVENT FARMER'S TRUSTEE
Farm

.ameandaddress I

......

545-0074

Social security number

i

. .....

.

.

.

Farm Income-Cash Method
Do not Include sales of livestock held for draft, breeding,
sport, or dairy purposes; report these sales on Form 4797.
Sales of Livestock and Other items You Bought for Resale

.

.

.

.

Employer Identiflcation number

I

: I !

I

I

I

I

I

*:J]

Farm Deductions-Cash
and Accrual Method
a
Do not include personal or living expenses (such as
taxes, Insurance, repairs, etc., on your home), which do
not produce farm income. Reduce the amount of your
a. Oasuvtltv
b. Amount
o. Cost or other b,,i.
farm deductions by any reimbursement before entering
1
Uvesock
deduction belo.
I Livestock 1 ................ ................... ................................
Im......d
b

~the

..........................
. . . I.. . . .. . . . . .. .u.. .n . . ..... . . . . .. . . . .

Itm

........................ ......
........................ ......
........................ ......

32 a Labor hired ........
......................
b Jobs credit.......
2 Other items b ..........
......................... ..........
c Balance (subtract line
32b from line 32a)
......................
3 Totals .....
____I
33 Repairs, maintenance
.....................
4 Profit or (loss), subtract line 3, column c, from
34 Interest ..........
......................
line 3, column b. ..
..........
*
35 Rent of farm, pasture . . ............
........
Sales of Uvestock and Produce You Raised and Other Farm Income
36 Feed purchased ....
.....................
Kind
Amount
37 Seeds, plants purchased . ......................
. . . . . • • I.......................
.... 38 Fertilizers, lime, chemicals.
5 Cattle and calves. .
.....................
6 Sheep .........
39 Machine hire ........
......................
. . . . . . . ...................... i....
7 Swine .........
40 Supplies purchased . . . ......................
. .I . . . . . ......................
....
......
8 Poultry .
41 Breeding fees .......
......................
. . . . . . . ...................... i.....
9 Dairy products...
42 Veterinary fees, medicine . ......................
. . . . . . . ...................... ....
10 Eggs.......
43 Gasoline, fuel, oil ....
......................
. . . . . . . i...................... i.....
11 Wool .........
44 Storage, warehousing . .
.............
. . . . . . . i....................... .....
12 Cotton .....
45 Taxes . . ... .....
......................
. . . . . . . ..........................
13 Tobacco ........
46 Insurance
..
......
......................
14 Vegetables ....
.. ..
I............
! .,........
47 Utilities ..
....
........
......................
15 Soybeans ....
48 Freight, trucking ....
......................
. . . . . . . ...................... i.....
16 Com .........
49 Conservation expenses .
....................
. . . . . . . t...................... i.....
17 Other grans ....
50 Land clearing expenses .
.................
18 Hay and straw...
51 Pension and profit-sharing
. . . . .
. . ...................... i ....
19 Fruits and nuts. . .
plans
. . . . . .
20 Machine work . . .
52 Employee benefit programs
21 a Patronage dividends
other than line 51
f//h
////f///////J/////////i
b LessNonincome items
I
53 Other (specify) •...........
c Not patronage dividends ..
........
......................
.............................................
...................... .......
...................... I......
22 Per*unft retains ...
.............
i....... i............. ................................
...................... i......
23 lonpatrenaga
distrlbatioes fromexempt
cooperatives. .
!..................
I...... ------------------------------------------------24 Agricultural program payments: a Cash.
. .
.....................
*
!..................... ....... I..............................................
......*
......................
I......
b Materials and services ...
.........
25 Commoditycredit loansunderelection(or forfeited).
.
2
26 Federal gasollne tax credit ..
........
54 Total
(add
lines 3 c
27 State gasoline tax refund ...
.........
......
through 53) .
................. .....
28 Crop Insurance proceeds ...
.........
--- .-.-.-.*..
--------. . . . .
55 Depreciation, Including Sec.
29 Other (specify) ............................
tion 179 expense deduction
(from Form 4.5625J
-0-

.................... I...

---------0.--------

...... .......... ...........

...................................

30 Add amounts In column for lines 5 through 29.
31 Gross proflts (add lines 4 and 30). . .
.

I

-..

1150,000

I

. ...

..

$6 Total deductions (add lines
54 and 55) ......

57 Net farm profit or (loss) (subtractline 56 fromline31). Ifa profit, enter on Form1040,line19, and0n Schedule
SE,
PartI. line1. If a loss. goon to line58. (Fiduciaries
and partnerships,
seathe Instructions.).
58 If you have a loss, do you have amounts for which you are not "at risk" In this farm (see Instructions)? . ..

-010_000

160 000
E

Yes

C]

No

If you checked "No." enter the loss on Form 1040. line 19. and pn Schedule SE. Part I, line 1.
.Use amount on line 31 for optionalmethodof computing netearnng from self-employment.
(See Schedule
SF. Pert II, line 4.)
For Paperwork Roductlon Act Notice, see Form 1040 Instructions.
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REPORT ON TAX ASPECTS OF FARMERS IN BANKRUPTCY

1984]

PROBLEM I, ALT. TWO

:-3468

o.10545-0155

Computation of Investment Credit
to your tax retrn.
0 AttachEnergy
Investment Credit) on bac.

of lb. Trssuin
apartmant

g Schedule B (Business

ntenl1 Re-=oW Sari.

qame(s) as shown on return
INSOLVENT FARMER'S TRUSTEE

1982
oa
27

unc

Icnijn

=

number

[]
A The corporation elects the basic or basic and matching employee plan percentage under section 48(n)(1) . ...-.
B I elect to increase my qualified investment to 100% for certain commuter highway vehicles under section 46(c)(6) . . Q
C I elect to increase my qualified investment by all qualified progress expenditures made this and all later tax years . . . 0
Enter total qualified progress expenditures included in column (4), Part II • ..............................................................
[
...
D I claim full credit on certain ships under section 46(g)(3) (See Instruction B for details.) .......
'
tI
(n)

Line

1 Recovery Property

Regular
Percentage

§48(q)Election toReduce Credit

(instead
of adj usitil
basis)
FY1982-83
fMler
on, see inisr.)

,

Ci...
(1)cC
Pro=et

Applicable
Awstteah

Unadjusted Basis

New
Property
Used
Property

(a
(b)
(c)
(d)

3-year
Other
3-year
Other

60
100

New

(a)
(f)
(

3-year

40

Other
3.year

80

Property
Used

60
100

40
80

_1_
Other
(h)
Property
2 Nonrecovery property-Enter total qualified investment (See instructions for line 2)

Z

Qualifiled Investment
(Column 2 x column 3)

.A................................
..................................
.
3 New commuter highway vehicle-Enter total qualified Investment (See Instruction 0(2))
4_.
4 Used commuter highway vehicle-Enter total qualified investment (See Instruction 1)(2)).
5 Total qualified Investment in 10% property-Add lines 1(a) through 1(h), 2, 3, and 4
5...............
(See instructions for special limits)
6 Qualified rehabilitation expenditures-Enter total qualified investment for:
..........................
...
a 30-year-old buildings ..................
6b.. ..
..............
.
b 40-year-old buildings.
................
c Certifiedhistoric structures (EntertheDept of Interior assignedprojectnumber...
5, 6a, 6b asd Oc.. I 7
checkini electionboxA above-add lines
7 Corporalions

T
-

!

2

8 10% of line 5 ......................
8 15% of line6a .........................................
10 20% of line 6b . .......................................

u-

11 25% of line--c

. .

---------- ........
.......

.

..............
........

12 Corporations checking election box A (See Instruction D())12..
a Basic1% credit-Enter 1% of line7 (1982-83fiscal-year filers, s" instructions for line 12).
times adjustedline 7 (attachschedule). 12b...................................
b Matchingcredit (not morethan0.5%)-Allowable percentage
u
13
ZF 13 Credit from cooperative-Enter regular investment credit from cooperatives
14
14 Current year regular Investment credit-Add lines 8 through 13.
'
10 .............
.. 5.......15 Carryover of unused credits .-.-.----------------------. .-.---6_
16 Carryback of unused credits-----------------------------------17
17 Tentative regular investment credit-Add lines 14, 15, and 16 .........
fromFts 4970]
18 a ndividuals-From Form1040,entertaxfrom line38, page2, plusanyadditional taxes
18
anysection644taxon trusts . .
entertaxfromline 26o,plus
Form1041,
b Estatesandtrusts-From
c Corporations (1120 filers)-From Form 1120, Schedule J. enter tax from line 3.-". -.
..
.........
d Other organizations-Enter tax before credits from return ..
-

-_

-

-3
"Z
1o
IT
•

19 a Individuals-From Form 1040, enter credits from lines 41 and 42 of page 2 . . .
b Estates and trusts-From Form 1041, enter any foreign tax credit from line 27a. .
C Corporations (1120 filers)-From Form 1120, Schedule J, enter any foreign tax
..
credit from line 4(a),plus any possessions tax credit from line 4(f) ......
.
d Other organizations-Enter any foreign or possessions tax credit ........
18)........
line
from
19
line
(subtract
adjusted
as
liability
tax
Income
20
21 a Enter smaller of line 20 or $25,000. See instruction for line 21 . . . .
b If line 20 is more than $25,000-Enter 90% of the excess . ..........
22 Regular investment credit limitation--Add lines 21a and 21b
23 Allowed regular investment credit-Enter the smaller of line 17 or line 22 .
24 Business energy investment credit limitation-Subtract line 23 from line 20 ....
25 Business energy Investment credit-From line 14 of Schedule B (Form 3468)
26 Allowed business energy investment credit-Enter smaller of line 24 or line 25 ....
23 and 26. Enterhat and
credit-Add lines
27 Total allowed regular and businessenergyInvestment
.
Intrns
J(Form1120), line4(h), pap 3; or the properline on other
43; Schedule
onForm1040,line

m eprae nsrut..s.....72
Rdut~n
orPaeror
ctNo~c,

or Paperwork Reduction Act Notim, ees $operate Instrutctions
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23
25

-2412_

27
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Form
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InternelReenueSerice

I

PROBLEM I, ALT. TWO

Recapture of Investment Credit

Iese

0MB No.1545-0166

(Including Energy Investment Credit)
io Attach to your Income tax return

rExpites
11-3"3I

0.Attach separate schedules for recapture

of investment credit from disposed qualified progress expenditure property and property
ceasing to be at risk (see instructions for lines 13a and 13b).
1 ofyour tax return
Identg number asshown on p
I
Name

INSOLVENT FARMER'S TRUSTEEI

Kind of property (State whether recovery or nonrecovery. If energy property, show type of property. Indicate If
rehabilitation expenditure property.)

Properties
_roperties_
A

Farm Machinery

B
C
D
E

Properties
A

Computation Steps:

1 Original rate of credit .

0

. ..
2 Date property was placed In
service .....
.........

10%

3 Cost or other basis......
4 Original estimated useful life or

30,000

C

B

E

D

1977

class of property (see instruc-

tions) ...........
=

5 Applicable percentage . . . .
6 Original
qualified Investment
(line 3 times
line 5) ..... ...

C

7 Original credit (line 1 times line
6) .........

7
100%
30,000

.

3,000

8 Date property ceased to be Investment credit property (see instruc3/1/82

tions) .........
9 Number of full years between the
date on line 2 end the date on line
... . . . . . . .
a

S

10 Recapture percentage (see Instructions) .......
11 Tentative recapture tax-Line 7
.
.......
times line 10

44
66.6%
-

12 Add line 11. columns A through E ........

13 a Enter tax from disposed qualified progress expenditure property (attach separate computation).
c

.

......................
.

.

12,000
.

b Enter tax from any part of property ceasing to be at risk (attach separate computation)......

-0-0-

14 Total-Add lines 12, 13a and 13b .......................

2,000

15 Unused credit-Do not enter more than line 14 (see instructions).............

-0-

16 Total increase In tax-Subtract line 15 from line 14. Enter here and on the proper line of your tax return. Do
not use this amount to reduce current year's Investment credit figured on Form 3468, Computation of In.
vestment Credit. Any unused credit on line 15 cannot be used in any year as a carryback or carryover.
For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see Instructions an back.
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1984]

PROBLEM I,

ALT.

TWO

Supplemental Schedule of Gains and Losses

,.4797

."15

)82

(includes Gains and Losses From Sales or Exchanges of Assets
Used in a Trade or Business and Involuntary Conversions)
Tobe filed with Form 1040, 1041,1065, 1120, etc.-See Separate Instructions

o5portint oftheTrtury
InteraitRe lfn

181

REPORT ON TAX ASPECTS OF FARMERS IN BANKRUPTCY

Setice,

Namse(s)es shown on return

31

Identhiing number

INSOLVENT FARMER'S TRUSTEE
Sales or Exchanges of Property Used in a Trade or Business, and Involuntary Conversions From Other
Than Casualty and Theft-Property Held More Than 1 Year (Except for Certain Uvestock)
Note: Use Form 4684 to report Involuntary conversions from casualty and theft.
Caution: If you sold property on which you claimed the investment credit, you may be
liable for recapture of that credit. See Form 4255 for additional Information.

L

..

rprt

Kindof

b. Dat.acquired
Ins., day,

ad damoptioa

p0.)

l

.

(s...

&kDapacia.
tianlowofid1 . Castor other
d. Gross
MIN
p.ri
minus
(o sila.o
Ibess, plus
asPOs
marine.1 asi
"isna ibi)
able
o
Iof

i
soid

day.

I

l e.GAIN
(d plus.
en.. f)

mlna
thn
sadmu)

a

.... UUU

3/1/l.z
....
3./8/79 ......
1....kfi.Aam ......
2..(a). in,

if

-Maicstia

..........
.
.

.
.......160,00------4;00o.....l
I 4.84,.lie..
12 ...... ...
3/1/82.........
if any, fm" Form..

......... ..

U .....

i

.....

...

2,0
....................

(b) Section 1231 gain from installment sales from Form 6252. line 21 or 29
3 Gain, If any, from line 26, Part III, on back of this form from other than casualty and theft
4 Add lines I through 3 In column g and column h ........

.

.

.

92 000 )

5 Combine line 4, column g and line 4, column h. Enter gain or (loss) here, and on the appropriate line as follows:
(a) For all except partnership returns:
(1) If line 5 is a gain, enter the gain as a long-term capital gain on Schedule D. See instruction E.
(2) If line 5 is zero or a loss, enter that amount on line 6.
(b) For partnership returns: Enter the amount from line 5_above, on Schedule K (Form 1065). line 8.

I

55r000
(37,000)

Ordinary Gains and Losses
a. KindOf
sad d

les.

lp
b.

e. Oats
sid
day.
prln.,
p.e)a

tesquired

(Pro., day. yr.)

6 Loss, if any, from line 5(a)(2)
.......

i
ls
Ul.d
saysasof asi.

aa
=b. lmt

tr

m
Pies

im

a mspawa
na
.1
of d Wsa)
.37

......................

7 Gain, Ifany, from line 25, Part III
on back of this form ...

*o

000

....................

8 (a) Net gain or (loss) from Form 4684, lines 17 and 24a .....................
(b) Ordinary gain from installment sales from Form 6252, line 20 or 28
9 Other ordinary gains and losses (include property held 1 year or less):

10 Add lines 6 through 9 In column g

. Cad.d or

nd column h.. .. ........

.. .

. ..

.......
'/

...................

.

.

#/

.

11 Combine line 10. column gend line 10, column h. Enter ain or (loss) here, nd on the appropriate ine as follows:
(a) For allexcept individual returns: Enter the gain or (loss) from line 11, on the return being filed. See Instruction F for specific line reference.
(b) For Individual
returns:
(1) If the loss on line 6 Includes a loss from Form 4684, Part II, column B(II),
enter that part of the loss here
and on line 24 of Schedule A (Form 1040). Identify as from "Form 4797, line 11(b)(1)". ....
(2) Redetermine the gain or (loss) on line 11, excluding the loss (if any) on line 11(b)(1). Enter here and on
...................
Form 1040, line 15 ........
For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, se

page I of separate nielfgtos
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IMM I

Gain From Disposition of Property Under Sections 1245, 1250, 1251, 1252, 1254, 1255
Skislines 20 and21 if youdid not dispose offarm property or farmland, or if a partnership files this form.
Dateaquired
Y1.)
(.. da*y

12 Description of sections 1245, 1250. 1251, 1252, 1254, and 1255 property:

aot. sol
(mo..dryr.

(A . F .. . h .n... ......................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................
...................... ......................
...... . ...................................................................................................................................................................

(C)

Property
Property
Property
Property
(0)
(C)
(B)
(A)
Relate lines 12(A) through 12(D) to these columns • D 0
.. 177,000
13 Gross sales price minus expense of sale . .....
92000......
................
14 Cost or other basis .....
.
.
.
... 8.
................
.
15 Depreciation (or depletion) allowed (or allowable) ..
107,r400
16 Adjusted basis, subtract line 15 from line 14 ._._.._.
69,600
13
......
line
16
from
line
17 Total gain, subtract
18 If section 1245 property:
(a) Depreciation allowed (or allowable) after applicable
84,600..........
date (see instructions)
69,600
.
.
.
(b) Enter smaller of line 17 or 18(a)
19 If section 1250 property: (If straight line depreciation used,
enter zero on line 19(f).)
...................... .....................
(a) Additional depreciation after 12/31/75 . . . . . ...................... .....................
(b) Applicable percentage times the smaller of line 17 or
..................... .....................
line 19(a) (see Instruction G.4) . . . . . . . . ................... ......................
(c) Subtract line 19(a) from line 17. If line 17 Is not more
-....................
...................... ...................... , ......................
.
than line 19(a), skip lines 19(d) and 19(e) . .-.
(d) Additional depreciation after 12/31/69 and before
.....................
.
.................... .
.................
...
............
1/1/76 .....
(a) Applicable percentage times the smaller of line 19(c)
or 19(d) (see instruction G.4) ..........
.
._._.
._._.
(i) Add lines 19(b), and 19(e) ._.
20 If section 1251 property:
(a) If farmland, enter soil, water, and land clearing expenses for current year and the four preceding years ..................................................
(b) If farm property other than land, subtract line 18(b)
from line 17; if farmland, enter smaller of line 17 or
......................
,......................
......................
.
..............
..........
..
20(a) ....
(c) Excess deductions account (see instruction G.5) . .
(d) Enter smaller of line 20(b) or 20(c) ._._._._._.
21 If section 1252 property.
(a) Soil, water, and land clearing expenses ............
(b) Amount from line 20(d), if none enter zero . . . ......................
(a) Subtract line 21(b) from line 21(a). If line 21(b) is
...
...
. ....................
more than line 21(a), enter zero ..
(d) Une 21(c) times applicable percentage (see Instruction G.5) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......................
(e) Subtract line 21(b) from line 17 ..........
.
._.
(2 Enter smaller of line 21(d) or 21( e) . ._.
22 If section 1254 property
(a) Intangible drilling and development costs deducted
after 12/31/75 (see instruction 0.6) ......
b) Enter sm aller of line 17 or 22 (a) . . . . . . ..
23 If aecton125 property:
(a) Applicable percentage of payments excluded from Income under section 126 (see Instruction G.7) .
(b) Enter the smaller of lIne 17 or 23(e) ._._._..._
Summary of Part IIIGains (Complete Property columns (A) through (D)

....................... ......................

......................
......................

......................

......................

......................

...................... ..................... .....................

through line 23(b) before going to line 24)

69,600.
....
........
24 Total gains for all properties (add columns (A) through (D), line 17) . . . . . ..
6.600
25 Add columns (A) through (D), line 18(b), 19(f), 20(d), 21(f), 22(b) and 23(b). Enter here and on Part ,I, line 7.
26 Subtract line 25 from line 24. Enter the portion from casualty and theft on Form 4684, line 19; enter the portion
................
from other than casualty and theft on Form 4797, Part I, line 3 .......
Complete this Part Only if You Elect Out of the Installment Method And Report s Note or Other Obliontie
at Less Than Full Face Value
here If you elect out of the Installment method.
.Check

Enter the face emount of the note or other obligation lo.................................
EneUh
ecetg

fvlato

ftenteo

oVte

obation

Udk00
IAT4
WZIBT
GI
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